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EDITORIAL
For most children's publishers, 2000 was
tough going with the considerable drop
in educational spending after the
boomtime of the Year of Reading. The
demise of some of the US popular fiction
series has exacerbated the problem as
publishers seek to find viable
replacements. The focus for 2001 will no
doubt increasingly be on frontlist
publishing related to current trends or
on licensed titles of the Pokemon or
Disney kind.
For literary fiction this sounds like very
bad news. However, the J.K. Rowling
r o l l e r c o a s t e r .
reminds us that
individual authors
are also command-
ing considerable
attention. The
Bookseller reports
that at the end of
December Harry
Potter and the
Philosopher's Stone
sold more than
18,000 copies in one
week. Joining Ms
Rowling at the top
of the children's
bestseller lists were
Jacqueline Wilson
with Vicky Angel,
Girls Out Late and
The Illustrated Mum

Quentin Blake

j nu-i- ™ 11 A resplendent self portrait on the cover of the
and Philip Pullman chi|drer,.s Laureate's Words and Pictures,
with The ' "

Rosemary Stones

Paperback of the Year etc), invariably
involve young readers in the judging
process and are a clear sign that

enthusiasm for
reading continues
to be fostered
throughout the
country. That child-
ren love reading
and sharing their
recommendations
is also attested to
by our own Good
Reads column - a
slot that always
has a lengthy
waiting list.

But if Rowling,
Wilson and Pull-
man are in the best
seller lists, there
are many other
fine writers of
fiction who are not

Amber reviewed on page 19.
This isSpyglass.

very good news for fiction.
2000 was also the year when regional
awards for children's fiction continued
to proliferate - to the extent that BfK
does not always have space to report on
their winning titles. Organised in the
main by schools and libraries, such
awards (eg the Angus Book Award, the
South Lanarkshire Book Award, the
Lancashire County Library Children's
Book of the Year Award, the Sheffield
Children's Book Award, the Wirral

and for whom
marketing budgets
have little to offer.

In future issues of BfK we will be
focusing on some of these writers and
their recent titles which are also
deserving of attention.
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THE PROLIFERATION OF
-MODERN 'OLA:

Once upon a time, children's books were handed down from one generation to another: parents enjoying the very particular
pleasure of sharing a piece of their childhood with their own child. And so 'classics' were born. Now, books are becoming
more ephemeral and in order to save titles from total obscurity within five years or less, publishers are reissuing just about
everything as a 'classic'. Many are more 'instant' than 'classic', but does that all important word guarantee that these titles
will stick around? Julia Eccleshare investigates.

lassies are the books that have
lasted, building bridges between
generations, tapping into
constants of childhood and of

parent/child relationships. From the
nineteenth century, there are Frances
Hodgson Burnett's The Little Princess
and The Secret Garden, Lewis Carroll's
Adventures of Alice in Wonderland;
American classics such as F.W. Baum's
The Wizard of Oz and Louisa M.
Alcott's Little Women, even Australian
classics such as Norman Lindsay's The
Magic Pudding.

And, of course, there were many more.
Many were essentially adults' books
about children and childhood which, in
the absence of a defined literature for
young people, became children's books
by default. Others were written
specifically for children. Either way, most
were fairly timeless so that it was the
theme, the notion of childhood that
remained and lasted, untrammelled by
the external trappings of the time and
place from which they came. This
meant, too, that by the beginning of the
twentieth century, even a few of the
lasting books from Europe such as Eric
Kastner's Emil and the Detectives and
later Paul Berna's A Hundred Million
Francs crept under the usually
xenophobic barriers.

Solid good stories
All these books are, undoubtedly, good
stories. In an uncrowded market, it is
easy to see why they remained in print
and continued to sell in large quantities.
They were sold alongside contemporary
titles, providing a solid spine to an ever-
growing market. The reasons for the

success of 'old' books are not hard to
find. For adults, returning to a book from
childhood is an unusually powerful way
of tapping into a part of one's life that is
otherwise lost forever. While
neighbourhoods change and schools get
renamed, fields get built over and woods
get chopped down, the magical
experience felt when you read a
particular story remains intact. Even just
seeing the cover of a favourite book can
rekindle feelings from childhood;
sensations, memories and more. It is not,
therefore, surprising, that adults like
their children to enjoy the same books. It
is the ultimate in reassurance.

.CCG nmer.c r -
.'. . ;r.evv' . . .

Additionally, how much easier to
recommend a book that you already
know and love. If you hover in any
bookshop on a Saturday, you will hear
parents encouraging their children to
choose The Secret Garden, Heidi or
even Treasure Island which many fewer
adults have read than think they have.
They won't, for the most part, have
caught up with Jacqueline Wilson or
Malorie Blackman. They don't know
why Terry Deary's 'Horrible Histories'
have captured the imagination of
contemporary school children or what
makes Beverley Naidoo such a great
commentator on social and especially
racial issues of today's society.

In terms of the market, too, there were
good reasons why, for the three quarters
or so of the last century, children's books
had such long lives. With fewer books
published, the market was relatively

uncrowdcd and the expectation was that
a book would remain in print for a good
many years while it established its place
and built up an audience. For a good
forty years from 1945 onwards, children's
fiction was published in hardback,
initially for the library market. A few
good reviews would propel a book a
certain distance but the real test of its
success came from how well it did once
on the library shelf. If librarians backed it
and children themselves adopted it, a
book would become successful. There
were loads of current titles finding their
place, of which a few joined the handful
of 'classics' being passed down from one
generation to another.

'In
Now, books, like many other things, are
becoming more ephemeral. In order to
save titles from total obscurity within
five years or less, publishers are reissuing
everything as a classic. Many are more
'instant' than 'classic', but that all
important second word seems to
guarantee a certain quality that will give
a book a new chance. The economics of
this make good sense: when Puffin, who
were first off the mark, launched their
Puffin Modern Classics series they found
that the sales of the titles were
incremental. Published in a slightly
larger format than usual and with an
Afterword which gave some insights into
the story, their sales did not detract from
the sales of any other editions. Learning
of this, other publishers quickly followed
suit. Everything was to have a life as a
'classic' or a 'modern classic'. In
principle, this was an important
recognition that the publishing of the
last thirty years of the century was every

bit as rich as that produced in the
proceeding decades which are often
described as 'the golden age of children's
publishing'.

What is a classic?
But what gives a book the right to be
called a 'classic'? Surprisingly, some of
the books that seemed striking when
published and have been hailed as
glorious masterpieces are much less
impressive when looked at again,
especially when seen against what is
published today. Children's expectations
have increased dramatically in the past
thirty or forty years; not only in terms of
the subject matter they can stomach but
also the kind of writing they can read
and enjoy. The over-enthusiastic and
slightly breathless adventures of the
sixties can seem distinctly dusty
nowadays, and contemporary children
should certainly not be despised for
enjoying the literature of their own
period as much, or more, as that which
was written for their parents.

Publishers have interpreted 'classic' in
any number of ways, mostly depending
on what books they have on their
backlist. Puffin's first sweep of titles took
in only books which had been
consistently good sellers for at least
fifteen years. Thus Clive King's Stig of
the Dump, Ian Serraillier's The Silver
Sword and Mary Norton's The
Borrowers were obvious choices.
Gradually, the length of time was
reduced to ten years but Puffin remained
true to the ideal of proven success with
most of the titles having sold in the
region of a million copies each - which is
an unassailable yardstick. As a result,
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their Modern Classics remain a
distinctive and coherent list, with all the
titles having been striking books in their
day and most standing up well, thirty,
twenty or even only ten years later.

The Oxford University Press, too, have
an excellent backlist. Having let the
paperback rights go for many years, they
have now successfully retrieved some of
them allowing their Oxford Children's
Modern Classics 'to bring together the
best-loved novels of the twentieth
century, by some of the most
distinguished authors, for a new
generation of children to enjoy'. No time
or sales proof here but certainly some of
the best known post-war authors;
Rosemary Sutcliff, Leon Garfield,
Philippa Pearce, K.M. Peyton, Geraldine
McCaughrean and Gillian Cross and
with their best titles, too. In large format
and with well-spaced, new typesetting,
they look good.

Other publishers, partly because their
backlists have less fruitful pickings, have
been far less scrupulous about what
classic really means. Rounding titles up
under a series heading 'classic' gives the
opportunity to bring languishing titles
back into print. Often these are good
books that certainly deserve to stay in
print but, that alone doesn't make them
'classics'. All too often, they rely on the
tag to con readers into thinking that
'classic' must mean 'good' because it has
proved the test of time. But, if the book
was originally published only a few years
before as in the case of Faber's reissue of
Virginia Ewer Wolff's Make Lemonade
as a Faber Children's Classic, it hasn't
proved anything. (As it happens, this is a
very good book, worthy of a second bite
at the cherry but not, by any normal
definition, a classic.) Conversely, just
because a book was published a long time
ago, it is not necessarily a classic. Take
Walter Farley's horsey adventure, The
Black Stallion, which appears on the
Hodder Modern Classics list. First
published in the US in 1941, though it
only seems to have reached the UK in
1957, it is not in the front line, even of
horse literature. Why was it chosen?
Without guidelines for defining classic,
the whole thing becomes arbitrary and
personal. I feel much happier with the
other outsider on the Hodder list, A.
Rutgers van der Loeff's heartrending

Children on the Oregon Trail,
translated from the original Dutch,
because it was a book which I loved
especially as a child. But surely to earn
the sobriquet 'classic' should be more
than a matter of personal taste? Hodder's
other recent Modern Classics are
William Mayne's Ravensgill and Helen
Cresswell's The Beachcombers. Mayne
and Cresswell are excellent writers and
both have certainly been at it a long
time. Indeed Helen Cresswell has,
according to the press release, been 'in
print for 35 years!' The exclamation
mark giving away the surprise this
induces in current publicists. But are
they classic Mayne/Cresswell titles or
classics of their different genres? In
Mayne's case, Ravensgill is one of his
mid-career titles - 1970 - which, at the
time attracted no special attention while
the quote from The Times Literary
Supplement on the publicity handout
that Mayne is 'the master in
contemporary English writing for
children' (a misquote, anyway) was
coined for The Member of the Marsh
(1956).

Egmont, whose list has been intelligently
groomed and fashioned both around
series and as author led promotion, are
latecomers to the classic market. Classic
Mammoth is designed to 'stand witness
to the outstanding strength and variety
of Mammoth's heritage'. A noble
sentiment. They have been careful not
to be too time specific by claiming only
that 'some ... have been favourites for
generations'. Though all of them are said
to possess a 'timeless quality that will
ensure that they remain favourites for
generations to come'. All of that is fine
and the list is good but can classic really
be applied equally to The Wind in the
Willows and The Animals of Farthing
Wood? The one has certainly proved its
worth by lasting almost one hundred
years while the other has only just
topped twenty and most of its success, I
suspect, lies in its adaptation, twice
already, for TV. Perhaps it was the need
to have ten titles that proved to be
Mammoth's undoing as the other eight,
the first three of Laura Ingalls Wilder's
'Little House in the Big Woods' series,
John Masefield's The Midnight Folk and
The Box of Delights, and three great
animal stories - Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings's The Yearling, Enid Bagnold's
National Velvet and Dodie Smith's The
Hundred and One Dalmatians certainly

:GERS VAN DER

IJTTLE MOUSE

Tin CHILDREN OF
GREEN KNOWE
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have lasted well and will probably go on
doing so.

Faber's Children's Classics make no
claims in terms of time. They are their
'best-known and loved children's titles'.
Well, some of them. The ones that they
have the rights to. Gene Kemp's Charlie
Lewis Plays for Time is a smashing story
but it is not The Turbulent Term of
Tyke Tiler which sits proudly on the
Puffin Modern Classic list. Luckily, they
do have the rights to Russell Hoban's
carefully crafted and formed fantasy, The
Mouse and his Child (and it is on the
Puffin Modern Classic list, too) and Lucy
M. Boston's poetic fantasy 'Green
Knowe' series though it is a little
mysterious that the first two titles in
their Classic series are the first, The
Children of Green Knowe and the
third, The River at Green Knowe. Was
the second, The Chimneys of Green
Knowe, somehow lacking in classic
status? Catherine Storr's Marianne
Dreams, a psychological fantasy thriller,
was radical at the time and thought
provoking. It was never, sadly, 'best-
known' or 'best loved' so one can only
hope that it will now become so. To
claim that cither Peter Carey's The Big
Bazoohley or Derek Smith's Frances
Fairweather - Demon Striker is a classic
when they are only six and five
respectively and in both cases have only
fairly modest readership seems to me to
be pushing it, though Antonia Forest's
boarding school story Autumn Term,
still going strong after 50 years, is
certainly a classic school story, if nothing
else.

Collins Modern Classics are 'all tried,
trusted, best-selling stories'. And good
they look, too. Striking jackets unite
genuine and disparate best-selling titles
such as Lynne Reid Banks's playtime
fantasy The Indian in the Cupboard,
Judith Kerr's war time memoirs When
Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit, Alan Garner's
The Owl Service, Beverley Naidoo's
Journey to Jo'burg and PL. Travers's
Mary Poppins. All have justly earned
their inclusion in this series.

I anguishing on

For publishers, the 'classic' series are a
way of giving a lift or boost to titles
which are languishing on backlists and
getting lost in bookshops amidst the

welter of new titles. Readers need to
beware being too easily seduced by
'classic' marketing and pick their way
carefully, understanding exactly on what
premise each list is based. But there are
titles that publishers let go and which
would be consigned to oblivion were it
not for independent endeavours. Jane
Nisscn Books is a new imprint whose
purpose is 'to bring back into print some
very special children's books that have
been unavailable in recent years'.

Jane Nissen's successful record as the
editor of many prize-winning authors has
equipped her well to choose a small
number of once successful, now
neglected titles from the twentieth
century. Not aiming for best sellers, she
has selected books which have
previously appealed to bookish children
and which, she hopes, will do so again.
With introductions by authors who have
loved these books, too, as with Anne
Fine whose enthusiasm for T.H. White's
Mistress Masham's Repose as a child
made her almost believe that he had
written it especially for her; or Philip
Pullman who endorses B.B.'s Brendon
Chase as 'teaching valuable lessons
about nature' as well as being 'a ripping
yarn' while also pointing out that B.B.
couldn't punctuate. These two, alongside
the other two launch titles, Alison
Uttley's The Country Child and Eric
Linklater's The Wind on the Moon have
all dated gracefully. With no pretence at
modernity, they are excellently
conceived adventure stories with all the
old-fashioned overtones that implies.
Not classic, necessarily, but of the kind of
quality which will ensure that they linger
in the imagination of any child who
reads them.

Choosing which recent titles to bolster
with classic status will always be ad hoc
with publishers justifying inclusion on
which ever criteria suits their list. At its
best, it is a publishing policy which will
allow at least some of the outstanding
books to last and to become firmly
established in a short term market place.
At its worst, it distorts the nature of what
children read by keeping going too many
'timeless fantasies' at the expense of
vibrant contemporary literature. •

Julia Eccleshare is the
children's books editor of
TYieGuardian.

M I S T R E S S
M A S H A M ' S

R E P O S E

Eric Linklater
THE

WIND ON
THE MOON

C O U N T R Y
C H I L D
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'Not Dissimilar to a Folk Tale7

Head chef in a prestigious London restaurant,
Henry Harris is also a dad keen to impart his skills
to his daughter. Do children's cookery books help
to educate and enthuse young cooks?

N
ow that home economics is disappearing from the curriculum in most
schools, parents are having to fill the gap. And cooking teaches so
much. It is physics, chemistry, logic and manual dexterity lessons

rolled into one. Cookery also teaches history, geography and religious
knowledge. It is our culture and our heritage. The family recipe for a cake
handed down from generation to generation is not dissimilar to a folk tale, in
that it keeps us in touch with our past.

I do not know a child who does not like to cook with their parents. There is
nothing better than a rainy afternoon wearing an apron, small kids standing on
chairs brandishing wooden spoons whilst leaving small traces of chocolate
about the kitchen. When I asked my seven year old daughter, Georgia, about
why she enjoyed cooking, she told me that fun was not the main issue but
rather spending time with dad! What impressed me the most, however, was
that she said cooking gave her the chance to be creative and to make
something that she could give to other people. If you compare this to adults'
motives for entertaining at home, the end goals are not that different.

Cookery books and cooking are, of course, about far more than the mere
provision of sustenance. So if children are to be encouraged to cook, this
needs to be done carefully. There is a danger that potential love for the art
could be buried under a mountain of crisp packets.

Most of the children's cookery books discussed here achieve this aim very
well. And if you are a parent who feels that your ability in the kitchen is
limited, then a family cooking session following recipes from some of these
books will help to expand your own culinary repertoire.

For the very young
Paul Dowling's Beans on
toast isn't a cookery book
at all but rather an
enjoyable introduction to
the origin of a popular
food. Lively illustrations
guide the young reader
from the bean growing on
a stalk, through the
factory process, on to the
shops and eventually on
toast at tea time. Children
are taught very little about
the origins of the food
that they eat and a simple
story such as this will help
stimulate a wish to learn
more about food. The
book contains support
notes which give good
pointers towards taking a
discussion on the subject
further.

I liked Gwenda Turner's Pat-a-cake a lot as a first introduction to cooking for
the very young. Large illustrations and a brief text tell how a group of children
and their teacher make a chocolate sponge. The fun that can be had from
cooking really comes across in this attractive picture book. The sponge cake
recipe is on a card glued inside the back cover so it is easy to remove and
prop on the work surface whilst making the cake. This is a lot easier than
trying to prop open a large format paperback!

Dorling Kindersley's Kids First Cookbook is a large format book with simple
recipes for small children but it is let down by its overuse of sweet ingredients.
Of approximately thirty-five recipes only three or four are savoury. I know that
children love making cakes and sweets but balance is all important and it is
missing here. I wouldn't want to use this book with young cooks.

Mr Wolf's Pancakes by Jan Fearnley turned out to be our family favourite and
it will enchant small children. Mr Wolf wants to make pancakes and he goes

ot\\ Beans on toast.

'Mr Wolf went home and started to make the pancakes - all by himself. Soon
there was a huge pile of delicious pancakes on the table, all ready for eating.'
From Mr Wolf's Pancakes.

Andy stirred
the mixture, then
Jack had a turn.
Erin blended
the ingredients.

to various folk tale and nursery
rhyme characters for help with
all the tasks involved in making
them, from reading the recipe
to counting out money,
shopping etc. The three little
pigs, et al, are naturally reticent
about assisting the wily wolf
and so leave him to work out
the tasks for himself. The
parallels with a small child are
guite obvious hence their
natural fascination with this
engaging story. But when the
neighbours smell the pancakes,
they forget their fears and pay

Wolf a visit with predictable
consequences... A recipe card
is attached.

"

Pat-a-cake has its own recipe card.
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with books that suggest attempting to make food look funny or weird. Some
parents try it as a way to get children to eat food that they don't want or like.
It doesn't work, as once a bite has been taken the novelty effect is messed
up. In a nutshell, this one wasn't for me.

Cookies is one type of food where you can get carried away and in Cookie
Fun by the same author we are shown how to make
and decorate an assortment of cookies. This book
is aimed at guite young children and written as if
you can leave them to do some of the stages on
their own. A little chef symbol denotes at what
stages the child should ask for adult help. However,
when I tested this book out at home, it proved not
to be practical. Why not just invest in an assortment
of cookie cutters which would provide plenty of
after school entertainment.

Bastyra's Parties for Kids is, however, a very useful
book. Themes from the Wild West to Underwater
show how to make inexpensive costumes. The
accompanying recipes are fresh, simple and the kind
of things that three to seven year olds will love to
make and eat. You are shown how to make invitations,
given ideas about where to hold the party and, most
importantly of all, how to make a birthday cake (even if you don't want to bake
the sponge bits yourself). My wife helped Georgia make the Princess castle cake
and the result looked identical to the photograph in the book. As Georgia's
guests arrived at the party they all made a beeline to the cake to admire it, as
did most of the Mums. At £7.99 this book is highly recommended.

For older children

The family recipe
for a cake handed

down from
generation to

generation is not
dissimilar to a

folk tale/

feast served at Passover - and what the different dishes represent. This is one
of the few children's cookery books to be published recently that brings in an
aspect of our cultural heritage. The recipes vary from turning baked potatoes
into Noah's Ark to some traditional Jewish dishes. This book is well worth
giving to a keen young cook.

Poems about Food has been compiled by Brian
Moses. It is a collection of poems by a variety of
children's writers, school teachers and Catherine
Garnett (aged 11). There are no recipes in this book
but the poems are very engaging and a great way
of bringing food into a conversation. There are
some very good notes for adults at the back of the
book with a list of different ways of using the
poems for activities at home and as a way of
providing support for The National Literacy
Strategy.

Cooking with Herb the Vegetarian Dragon has a
nice, soft style that doesn't politicise the vegetarian
message. This is a book that your children will want
to cook from as the text and illustrations make the
recipes sound quite enticing, even the bizarrely
named Grand-Ma-Ma-Flora's Spaghetti Sandwich.

Nachos are really cool. In America they are the Tex-Mex
(Texan-Mexican) status snack. Buy a packet of tortilla
chips, add lots of cheese, some pickled chilli if you like
it hot, some guacamole (avocado dip) and pig out
liombre! For telly watching build a giant Nacho
stack to share.

2. Shake a layer of chips on to an oven-proof
serving dish. Sprinkle with grated cheese. Keep
adding layers of chips and cheese until they're
all used up.

3. Bake in the oven for 3-5 minutes until the
cheese is just melted.

4. Serve with guacamole, salsa and sour cream

From Cooking with Dad.

Judy Bastyra writes in a variety of styles and I admire Cooking with Dad. The
recipes range from the straightforward to the highly ambitious. I can see that
there are some fathers and children who would relish the challenge of feeding
the family and friends with a hungi. This is a Maori form of barbecue pit and
takes the whole day to prepare. In contrast to this, an oversized hero sandwich
is a great bit of assembly that is far simpler and quicker to prepare. This book
has a very masculine slant to it and is well annotated with useful tips and
observations. Safety issues are weil covered in this book, acting as a good
guide for the father who rarely ventures into the kitchen.

Gruesome Grub and Disgusting Dishes is a fun book for boys of a ghoulish
nature. If you want to make a severed hand from jelly then this will show you
how. Playing with food in this way does have its place but this book fails in
a very important area. Cooking books for young children give us the chance
to educate our kids about fresh and nutritional food but with recipe titles such
as Snot Surfers or Sick on Toast I think that this book goes too far in the
wrong direction.

Claire Freedman's An Ark Full of Recipes contains some good old testament
bible stories with suitable recipes. It explains the Jewish Seder - the special

The Kids' Round the World Cookbook has lots of anecdotes about food from

From Vegetarian Cooking.

From Usborne 'Cookery School for Beginners' series, Cakes and Cookies and
Vegetarian Cooking are simple and very well laid out books. If you follow the
recipes the finished results will look just like they do in the books'
photographs. The recipes are decent and Georgia and I will certainly use some
of the cake and cookie recipes at her next children's party. The vegetarian
book has some vegan recipes in it as well. It uses a good range of ingredients,
and correctly. A recipe for tofu skewers reflects the heritage of the ingredients
rather than attempting to find meat substitutes, though by way of contrast,
there is a recipe using vegetarian sausages which is a pity.

As a professional cook I am very impressed with the majority of these books.
They are well laid out and provide recipes that should be part of domestic life.
They are easy to follow and all of the authors take the risks of working in the
kitchen seriously with sensible and practical safety advice well laid out. •

^^^^^^^^^MHMMMHHMMHHH|̂ ^HH^^^HHHH|̂ ^MHHHH
Henry Harris is the chef at Hush in Brook Street, London and the author of The Fifth Floor Cookbook.

Details of books discussed:
Beans on toast, Paul Dowling, Walker 'Reading Together', 0 7445 4882 9, £2.50 pbk
Pat-a-cake, Gwenda Turner, Puffin, 0 14 056364 4, £4.99 pbk
Kids First Cookbook, Dorling Kindersley, 0 7513 6633 1, £9.99 hbk
Mr Wolfs Pancakes, Jan Fearnley, Mammoth, 0 7497 3559 7, £4.99 pbk
Pizza Fun, Judy Bastyra, Kingfisher, 0 7534 01126, £6.99 board
Cookie Fun, Judy Bastyra, Kingfisher, 0 7534 0113 4, £6.99 board
Parties for Kids, Judy Bastyra, Kingfisher, 0 7534 0347 1, £7.99 pbk
Cooking with Dad, Judy Bastyra, ill. Paul Daviz, Bloomsbury, 0 7475 3270 2, £4.99 pbk
Gruesome Grub and Disgusting Dishes, Susan Martineau, ill. Martin Ursell, b small publishing,

1 874735 45 X, £3.50 pbk
An Ark Full of Recipes, Claire Freedman, Marshall Pickering, 0 551 03200 6, £7.99 pbk
Poems about Food, compiled by Brian Moses, Wayland, 0 7502 2442 8, £4.99 pbk
Cooking with Herb the Vegetarian Dragon, Jules Bass, ill. Debbie Harter, Barefoot, 1 84148 040 1, £6.99 pbk
The Kids' Round the World Cookbook, Deri Robins, il l. Charlotte Stowell, Kingfisher, 0 7534 0274 2, £4.99 pbk
Cakes and Cookies, Fiona Watt, ill. Kim Lane, Usborne, 0 7460 2810 5, £4.99 pbk
Vegetarian Cooking, Fiona Watt, ill. Kim Lane, Usborne, 0 7460 3038 X, £4.99 pbk
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No.125

eraldine McCaughrean is a
puzzle. She is a spontaneously

„_, hugging sort of person, easily
provoked to peals of laughter.

^^ii -* She is the adventurous and
prolific author of not only an
extraordinary range of classic retellings
and witty little stories for new readers but
of seven older novels, no two alike, that
rank among our finest. She'll dive into any
form of writing - history, drama and verse
as well as fiction for children and adults -
for the sheer fun of discovering if she can
do it. (She always can.) She is universally
acclaimed, and has won almost every
children's book award. Geraldine
McCaughrean is one of the most
spectacularly talented and enjoyable
writers around.

Yet inside this exemplar of success and
merriment there lurks the child who felt
overshadowed by her older and 'infinitely
more clever' brother and sister, and who
still finds it 'difficult not being clever'.
People, she says, expect authors to be
intellectual. 'They do! I belong to this
internet chatroom, and everyone else is
Studying Children's Literature - they're all
busy deconstructing and so on, and I
don't understand a thing they say! I don't
contemplate the imponderable - I only
took to writing because I was so
inarticulate and couldn't cope with the
outside world.'
She was, and says she still is, a poor
reader, always oppressed by expectations
and time, a late developer whose school
felt she was taking too few A-levels to be

Geraldine McCaughrean
interviewed by Stephanie Nettell

worth teaching. 'Writing I associate
entirely with pleasure, but not reading.'
So, from the earliest age, it was to writing
she turned for escape.
The Whitbread Prize for her first novel, A
Little Lower than the Angels, changed her
life. 'Awards not only help sales, but
change the perception of yourself. If
people take you seriously as a writer, you
begin to think, "Well, maybe I am?'" But
uncertainty always worms its way back,
gnawing at her confidence and rearing its
head throughout our conversation.
Wistful about ten-year-old Ailsa's lack of
interest in her mother's books, devouring
Potter and Redwall instead, she laughs at
herself: 'I wish I were one of those authors
counted as "well-loved" - I get "well-
respected", "prize-winning" and so on, but
I never get "well-loved"!'
She was born in Enfield, north London,
the daughter of a fireman and a teacher.
Practically booted out of school, she was a
secretary at Thames Television in the early
seventies when a senior colleague urged
her to 'better things' and an education
degree. Her mother tried to warn her. 'I
knew as soon as I walked into a classroom
that she was right. I could stimulate the
children, but I couldn't then do anything
with it. They took me to pieces. The day
the Head walked past the room and I
found myself, fist raised, growling "I can
knock you through that wall, my girl" ...
no, this job's not for me! And these were
junior school children ...'
Now, as an author, she relishes school
visits, whether she's talking about writing,
telling stories (few could know more) or
bringing her own plays alive. But when I
first met her, after she won the Guardian
Award for A Pack of Lies in 1989, she still
bore those scars. 'I became shy and
gauche with children,' she said then,
viewing them as 'unpredictable'. She had
none of her own, and had become
reconciled to that: A miscarriage made
the craving fade, once the grief had gone.
I wrote an infertility novel as therapy, and
it's better now. My books are my children.'
Some weeks later she memorably
transformed the award lunch. Finishing
an acceptance speech to an audience who
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just that morning had read those remarks
in the paper, and who included her
unaware husband, she joyously
announced that she was pregnant. A gasp,
and all eyes turned to John: he, in total
shock, flung his napkin over his head.
Cheers, a toast, and not a dry eye in the
house. Ailsa had made her dramatic entry.
Some may think she had already appeared
in A Pack of Lies, but that was her
predecessor. Geraldine wrote this Russian
doll of a book, a paean to the power of
fiction, while she was getting over the loss
of the first Ailsa - a creative act that
perhaps gave life to the second, very real
and therefore precious, Ailsa.
Between being a teacher and a published
author there had been jobs of varying
oddity. She wrote for a packager ('There's
nothing so humiliating for a writer as pre-
readingbooks, Chuck the Duck bathroom
stuff!'); she was an editor and staff writer
on Marshall Cavendish's Storyteller series;
she was editor of The Banbury Post for a
year, 'because the talented girl who ran it
single-handedly was a union member and
the owner refused to call her the editor -1
was much too shy to do court reporting,
so it was only a matter of filling in gaps
between the ads'; and she was 'literary
assistant' to the ex-world director of
Rothmans, 'an appalling old
megalomaniac waiting to make his
comeback and writing his autobiography,
which then became a history of tobacco
and on my arrival a history of tobacco
advertising - my "literary" work, day and
night at all hours, was photocopying and
pasting in cigarette ads.'
But Fate relented, for John (an ex-Navy
man - their loo is lined with Patrick
O'Brians) was then manager of the estate
and training college, and provided a
shoulder to cry on ... Throughout it all she
was writing, even on the daily train to
London. Finding acceptance has only
made her more prolific. 'I don't think of
myself as prolific: I lose the equivalent of a
working day a week through migraines
and sinusitis - heaven knows what I could
do without all that! The sinusitis is recent
but I've always had migraines. My mother
had them, and like all children I wasn't too
sympathetic, although I often wondered,
"Is it my fault she has a headache again?"'
The Arabian Nights brought her to the
OUP (who had once, glorious to recall,
contemptuously dismissed her job
application), and today her collections of
world-wide legends, retold classics and
Bible stories pour from Oxford, Orion and
Orchard. Aghast at the commission to find
101 stories from around the world - 'there
are only seven, aren't there?' - she
discovered it was like feeding the five
thousand: 'At the end I had as many left
over as I'd used.' She digs among old
anthropology books, often with just a
one-sentence summary of a legend,
forcing her to round it out herself. Purists
are offended, but it produces great stories.
She has turned her episodes from British
history, Britannia, into ten-minute plays,
ideal for schools and pageants ('everyone
gets a chance, with the king in one
becoming a tree in another'), pioneered in

7 only took to
writing because I

was so inarticulate
and couldn't cope
with the outside

world.'
Ailsa's school in Newbury and bravely
published by Orion's Judith Elliott ('bless
her, she was really petrified'). Although
the theatre has always been her passion,
her first play was for radio, and now Philip
Pullman has written the screenplay of
Forever X, a touching novel about belief
and family relationships with moments of
black comedy. 'Surely with him it stands a
chance! Funnily enough, I'd seen it as TV
material, whereas my adult novel, The
Ideal Wife, an obvious film I'd thought,
sold TV rights.' Fired by all this, she is
herself tackling screenwriting in evening
classes.
A Pack of Lies, comprising miniatures of
the heady brews she would later concoct,
displayed the abundance of Geraldine
McCaughrean's invention, the poetic
ability of her imagery to surprise with
unexpected aptness. She can juggle
several retellings or reading-series books
while researching her novels, but writings
novel eliminates everything else. Their
sheer diversity, the impressive details of
atmosphere, languages and background,
seem evidence of a world traveller. Gold
Dust describes a has-been Brazilian
mining town's battle with insane greed
(with a superb Tyke Tilerish twist);
Plundering Paradise combines red-
blooded adventure with soul-searching,
as children defeat pirates in 18th-century
Madagascar; The Stones are Hatching, set
in First World War rural England, takes an
uncharacteristically grim view of our
folklore in an idiosyncratic fantasy.
'World traveller? I never go anywhere but
Wantage library! I never bothered to
research my adult novels, but now I have
card indexes that kill me. Children want a
stoiy, and I'm sinking into a mire of facts,
because you get into this mindset where
you have to include all the stuff in your
hie. Yet you must establish an alien
setting, the weather, the animals, what it's
really like.'
She sometimes loses faith halfway
through a novel, and only Oxford's out-of-
house readers can recharge her
confidence to continue, but the reaction
to Stones mirrored her own. '"Hope she
never does any more like this! Don't
understand what's going on at all ..." I
took it apart so many times, it was like
that blouse you make in school that you
hate the sight of. I thought it had done for
me, that I'd never again enjoy writing.'
The Kite Rider rescued her. 'Pure fun! It's
led me on to the next, Stop the Train, and

it's been just like the good old days.'
Full of thrills and villains and triumphs,
The Kite Rider is the story of a young boy's
odyssey in the China of Kublai Khan and
Xanadu, of 'barbarian' Mongols and
Tartars. 'Marco Polo saw someone lashed
to a cargo hatch and flown aloft. I thought
it had possibilities - although sometimes,
trying to get to grips with Chinese names,
I doubted the wisdom of it. Ron [Heapy,
her long-time friend and editor at Oxford]
has a Chinese secretary, and she helped
me a lot.' Fun to write and fun to read: she
has achieved her goal of a novel for
younger readers. 'I can manage it with
other books, so each time I vow to make
the next novel simpler in style, but
somehow it's always gravitated to the
over-twelves.'
Like all her work, The Kite Rider extols
tolerance. 'Some children once said to me
that all my novels were about religion. I'd
never thought about that, but perhaps
they are!' It seems to me that, although a
Christian, her recurring theme is that
what works for you is what matters, rather
than orthodox Christianity, whether it
means trusting in the spirits of the
Amazon forest, the bones of your
ancestors, Father Christmas or the fairy at
the top of the tree. 'That's definitely what
Plundering Paradise is about, and there
was even a lot of bigotry in A Pilgrim's
Progress that was well worth getting rid of
- Bunyan will belabour me when I get to
the Gates of Heaven!' And this tolerance
extends beyond faith to embrace other
ways of thinking, other habits and
appearances.
Yes, Geraldine McCaughrean is a warm
expansive soul, quick to reach out and
hug the world. It's unfathomable she
should still wonder if the world wants to
hug her back. •

Photograph courtesy of Geraldine McCaughrean.

Stephanie Netted is a critic, author and
journalist on children's books.

A Little Lower than the Angels, Oxford,
0 19 271780 4, £5.99 hbk

A Pack of Lies, Oxford, 0 19 271788 X,
£5.99 hbk, 0 19 275016 X, £3.99 pbk

Forever X, Oxford, 0 19 271748 0, £5.99 pbk

Gold Dust, Oxford, 0 19 271721 9, £9.99 hbk,
0 19 271851 7, £6.99 pbk

Plundering Paradise, Oxford, 0 19 271547 X,
£5.99 pbk

The Stones are Hatching, Oxford,
0 19 271797 9, £5.99 pbk, 0 19 275091 7,
£4.99 pbk

Stop the Train, Oxford, 0 19 271881 9, £6.99
pbk (January 2001)

The Kite Rider, Oxford, 0 19 271860 6, £6.99
pbk (March 2001)

Britannia: 100 Great Stories from British
History, ill. Richard Brassey, Orion,
1 85881 680 7, £20.00 hbk, 1 85881 876 1,
£9.99 pbk

A Pilgrim's Progress, Hodder, 0 340 69340 1,
£14.99 hbk, 0 340 72754 3, £8.99 pbk

plus many others, including collections of
myths, legends, tales, etc. available mainly
from Orchard and Orion.
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What hope for
children's poetry?
What SOrt Of poetry iS Offered tO Animal - a couple of books apiece which are truly

i ' i i o -r» i ". TT n lightweight, strong mainly on febrile whimsy and dead easy
children? Robert Hull surveys recent rhymes, it is simply puzzling.
poetry publishing for young readers
and finds the choices surprisingly
limited. Is this to do with the influence
of the 'totalitarian curriculum'? And
why is there so much jokey verse?

'W hat hope for children's poetry?' might seem an odd
question, when so much poetry is being published
for children. Nice stuff, like almost the first poem

I read, 'Yawn', from Christopher Reid's All Sorts:

You have no control over it,
so be warned:
you don't do the yawning,
it's the yawn that yawns you.
You are yawned.

But there are books, and books in use. A teacher writes to me:
'Teachers don't like to "do" poetry if it's not planned. What's
more, they don't like anyone in the school to "do" a poem they
have planned to do, and so many books in the school library
are "reserved" for specific years. Given that there aren't that
many poetry books, most teachers "may" use just a handful in
any given year. Very often, poems are reserved because they
have a particular form or fit in with a theme...'
Since children's poetry is largely the story of what books are
chosen, how they're read, re-read, or neglected, that junior
school teacher's view of (not many) books in use can serve as
cautionary preface to this survey of many books waiting for
readers - a sample of 100 or so, published either in 1999 or
2000.
What poetry is on offer here? One answer is lots of
anthologies, about 70% of the whole, a third from a handful of
anthologists. Only 30 titles are single-author collections -
from 24 authors, six in collected or selected editions. There's
a handful of verse picture-books. A striking feature is the
preponderance of jokey humour, especially in paperback
anthologies - about 50 of these - but also in single-author
collections. Remarkably, there is only one 'straight' single-
author collection from a new writer - new to me. Most new
work is from the most familiar names, whose editors could
here and there - and here and there too - be fiercer. Much.
And when writers one admires, like Adrian Henri and Faustin
Charles, can offer - respectively in Robocat and The World's
Your Lobster, and in Teacher Alligator and Once Upon an

LIGHT THE FESTIVE CANDLES
(t'i)i- Hunukkuh)

From Time for a Rhyme.

There are several 'first' books of 'Traditional', 'Brilliant' or
'Fantastic' verse. Fiona Waters' Time for a Rhyme is
splendid. For older children there are many safe and
sumptuous books that look much
the same as last year's and the year
before's. Many lay claim to some
definitiveness - One Hundred
Years of Poetry for Children.
Some, circumspectly adventurous,
have a faintly might-be-useml-for-
GCSE-later feel.
If I were buying expensive gifts I'd
be enthusiastic, sort of. If I were a
teacher of 7 to 12 year olds in a
state school I'd be far less so. Many
of the anthologies and writers I
want aren't there. Too many books
are there that I don't much want.

New directions?
It's very hard to find anthologies
for 7 to 11 years that stretch categories and strike out new
directions for children. I'd get Veronique Tadjo's Talking
Drums, because, despite Judith Gleason and others, African
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Voices

They speak of taxes UK ' R«

Of oil and power

They speak of honour

And pride of tribe

They speak of war

Of bows and arrows

They speak of tanks

And putrid human flesh

I sing my love

For Maria.

Ken Saro-Wiwa (Nigeria)

OATH OF F R I E N D S H I P

I want to be your friend
For ever and ever without break or decay.
When the hills are all flat
And the rivers are all dry,
When it lightens and thunders in winter,
When it rains and snows in summer,
When Heaven and Earth mingle -
Not till then will I part from you.

A N O N ( C H I N A ) I

From Poems about Love.

From Talking Drums.

A The Hunter and the Spam

i

Sisterly Love

That's my cushion,
I had it first.
Mum made me clean my room
But yours is worse.

That's my yo-yo.
That's my pen.
You took my Barbie.
You broke my Ken.

You squashed my doughnut.
You ate my cake.
You nicked the stickers
I swopped at break.

Don't come near me.
Don't breathe my air.
Now Mum's telling me off -
THAT'S NOT FAIR!

From Werewolf Granny.

From The Songs of
Birds.

From Shades of
Green.

'A Friend for
Little Children'
from Heaven in
a Poem.

TOO Hot

It's too hot to growl,
Too hot to purr,
Too hot to run, wriggle or stir.

But,

It's just right for sighing,
Dreaming and lying
Down by the poo! "̂
Where it's cool... cool... cool.

poetry seems not to be much read. I'd have Roger McGough's
Poems about Love, for its liberating round-the-world,
across-centuries feel. And Hugh Lupton's cross-cultural The
Songs of Birds - with prose and poems (too few!) assembled
to investigate something. And Anne Harvey's Shades of
Green, which is engaged, pulls things in from everywhere,
and risks William Barnes. And Tony Bradman's Werewolf
Granny for its poems by children.
I think I wouldn't afford most staid if appealing-looking
hardback collections destined for school libraries, with their
sometimes cloned feel and limiting view of what kind of
poetry children might read. Perhaps 'significant',
'established', and 'classic' have got at them, nibbling away at
risk. The same poems turn up, you're likely to be regularly
arrested loitering by woods on a snowy evening. One's
somewhat yawned.

Humorous anthologies
The bloom of paperback
anthologies offered as humorous -
crazily fantastically rib-ticklingly -
may be good news or not. Quite a
few poems in funny books are
quite funny, some skilfully so. I
searched back in Never Stare at a
Grizzly Bear for Nick Toczek's
'Getting a Goldfish' - 'a very cold-
to-hold fish / On slow patrol /
Around its bowl. /I'm told it's quite
an old fish.' But far more often I've found myself spending a
lot of time not laughing at poems that are hysterical, whacky,
and side-splitting.
Could it be one's sense of humour? I've always found Emily
Dickinson's lines, '"Hope" is the thing with feathers - That
perches in the soul' - twice seriously featured here (in The
Poetry Book and in Heaven in a Poem) - hilarious.

You Might As Well

Small brothers blame you;
Big ones skulk;
Mothers shame you;
Sisters sulk.
Dads won't budge
Unless you shove 'em.
But they're family;
You might as well love 'em.

From How to
Avoid Kissing
Your Parents
in Public.

From Pumpkin Pie and Puddles.

Humorous verse that's crafted stands out - for instance
Lindsay MacRae's How to Avoid Kissing Your Parents in
Public, and Georgie Adams' Pumpkin Pie and Puddles, both
with serious poems too. But humour is in vogue. In the
unwittingly comic Literacy Strategy (a limerick has 88668
syllables, a syllable is a beat, free verse is poetry which is not
constrained, etc), there is much about humour. Children of
eight or so must explain 'how words create humour'. How do
they?

A kitchen boy turns the heavy spit,
the cook hurls pots at mice.
Before the great hall's roaring fire
the dogs scratch at their lice.
'Mm,' hums Sir Percy,
'isn't this nice.'

This verse from Dave Calder's 'Safe at Castle' (Hysterical
Historical Poems, Middle Ages) is comic for me because the
beautifully timed rhyming short line at the end slaps down the
picture that's been built up in previous lines. A matter of craft.
Other writers show that the comic needn't drive off the poetic,
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either. In Gerda Mayer's 'Old Mrs Lazibones' (Join In...Or
Else!):

Came a prince who sought a bride,
Riding past their doorstep,
Quick, said Mrs Lazibones,
Girl, under the watertap.

Similarly, the Caribbean voice and manner of Valerie Bloom's
richly funny 'Sandwich' is that of other fine poems in her The
World is Sweet, like the beautiful 'Two Seasons'.

Sandwich

We goin' on a school trip today,
De whole class goin' to Whitney Bay,
Ah teckin' me ball an' bat with me
To play beach cricket, an' let me see,
Ah mustn't forget me new frisbee,
An teacher say to bring a sandwich.

From The
World is
Sweet.

genres. Poems with
with grimly showy

Doggerel
But more often, committed jokiness seems willing to
relinquish even modest crafting, with the result that - as here,
somewhat at random, from Who Left Grandad at the Chip
Shop? - much writing doesn't aspire beyond doggerel:

A larva is a marvel
but take the 'r' away
it then pours from volcanoes
when spelled l-a-v-a.

Doggerel isn't confined to comic
Attitude combines plenty of it
attitudinizing on 'problem' topics:

It was way back in the sixties:
A right was battled and won,
By women who fought for freedom of choice
Beyond that of mother or nun.

Why is there so much doggerel clumping about? Why are so
many poems eager, desperately, to be funny? Is it because
Literacy Hour is crazy about shape poems, concrete poems,
kcnnings, list poems, rap, chants, action-poems, tongue-
twisters, cinquains, calligrams, limericks, ballads, sonnets,
riddles, tanka, haikus, renga, riddles, nonsense rhymes,
wordplay, more cinquains, acrostics, nonsense rhymes,
performance poems? (What real poem isn't words
performing, a voice - whatever other performance is context
for it?)
Is 'poetry for children' morphing into 'crazy verse for kids'?
Certainly the image of the poet hovering over some books
seems to wear the manic rictus of the children's tv presenter,
hyper-performancing for the child as intellectually stationary
dolt.
Potentially the child's imagination is subverted, if much jokey
verse, non-commital, emotion-free, allows the poet to hide
the adult self from the child - in pretending to be one. And to
the extent that this whacky paradigm is dominant, children
might to some degree be being refused entrance to 'realities',
the real-life world of animals, history and so on, and to their
own empathising vision and understanding of them. Instead,

often, stereotypes of trolls, dragons, monsters, pirates,
parents, teachers, creatures, which - like this creature from
Gordon SnelFs 'The Aardvark's Battle (The Thursday Club) -
neither writer nor reader need 'believe in':

The aardvark hasn't much claim
to fame
In fact, he wouldn't be missed
Except that he's always the very
first name
In the alphabetical list.

Believable creature fictions are different - Kit Wright's
delicious picture-book Dolphinella, for instance. There's a
brilliant cinematic moment in Sandy Brownjohn's 'Roll Play'
(In and Out the Shadows) when two weasels tangle. From
the same collection her 'The Pigeon's A to Z of London' is real
too - as the craft is, not a dislocated idiom in sight, no short
cuts, respect for the language. Causley's axiom comes to
mind: 'A children's poem has to work for the adults and the
child as well.'

Roll Play

Two stoats chasing down a country lane
Threading over and under each other;
Chestnut fur in a twisted skein,
Flashes of white as they blend together,
Black-tip tails woven into the grain,
Twined in one continuous slither—
A moment of summer that will remain.

From In
and Out
the
Shadows

Carol Ann Duffy's do, all through Meeting Midnight.
Children roll a giant snowball:

It groaned as it grew
and grew.

The size of a sleeping polar bear.
The size of an igloo.
The size,
by the time we turned the corner
into the road where I lived,
of a full moon -
the three of us astronauts.

Skill, virtuosity and technical soundness
So it exists, the poetry which Chukovsky said 'must have the
skill, the virtuosity, the technical soundness of poetry for
adults', and which must also 'bring the child within reach of
our adult perceptions and thoughts.' Writers like Michael
Horovitz, John Mole, Gerda Mayer, Irene Rawnsley, and
others, whose poetry for children I see less of here than I'd
like, engage both child and adult. So does Christopher Reid,
whose All Sorts - my favourite book of the hundred-odd and,
I now discover, winner of the Signal Poetry Award 2000 - is a
book that every in-service gathering ought to read through
out loud twice:

Three years old, she left the house
as quietly as a thief,
having packed her pram
with her favourite doll,
an orange and a handkerchief.
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They caught her up at the end of the road,
lost, but far from beaten,
with her doll still snug,
her hanky folded
and only the orange eaten.

But is this accomplished writer 'known'? Probably not. It's
troubling, meeting teachers, what a short list of the same
known poets many carry with them. Though how much new
reading do hard-pressed teachers get time for, once they've
found out what 'regular poetry' is, and learned that 'poetry is
a text that uses features such as...' and grasped the difference
between rhyme and rime, phonemes and graphemes, tanka
and renga, onsets and offcuts. Not much, would be my guess.
What hope then for children reading poems, muscled by the
state towards the 'classical', then towards 'forms' - many of
which are a-musical or, like limericks, rhythmically
restrictive, mainly armature, forms to fill in? All the time
'identifying typical features'. Another teacher writes, 'Pupils
are desperate to be able to label - alliteration, onomatopoeia
etc,' but 'unable to use these devices in their own writing'.
Thurber would have recognised this world: 'The fierce light
that Miss Groby brought to English Literature was the light of
Identification.' Mental Literature. 'It is hard for me to believe
that Miss Grotay ever saw any famous work of literature from
far enough away to know what it meant.' Or as the teacher
first quoted put it: 'Children will know 1001 forms and yet
never know a poem.'
The Works is a nice fat inexpensive winner of a collection
which contains 'every kind of poem you'll need for the
Literacy Hour'. I'd like the book a lot, if it didn't perfectly
illustrate the conveniently symbiotic bond between
totalitarian curriculum and publishing project. The full
English Literacy breakfast, accompanied by a set of utterly
classic poems chosen by someone's great-grandmother. A lot
of good and very good stuff, a lot that's not so good, a lot that's
missing - poems from the rest of the world and the far past,
poems in translation, poems by children.
But like many others, it's a necessary book, because children
must 'develop their use of poetic devices', 'use simple poetry
structures', 'draw on their experience of a range of poetic
forms'. There's the trouble. Elizabeth Bishop, one of the
greatest 20th-century poets, writes to an aspiring poet: T don't
know what "poetic tools and structures" are, unless you mean
traditional forms. Which one can use or not, as one sees fit.'
'As one sees fit'?! Heavens!
Children writing poetry
A glance through any collection of poems written by children
themselves - how few there are here, and no collection -
shows them brilliantly finding forms of poetic musical
expression which owe nothing to 'forms', and everything to
the curve and inflection of their own voices, in poems which
are to be judged, Ted Hughes emphasises, 'by the highest
artistic standards'. 'A creative mood,' he suggests, 'can be
induced in a group, just as a demoralized or destructive mood
can.' It's worth asking whether children are not being bullied
away from richer reading and out of their own potentialities
by the pedantic obsessions of Literacy. And whether its
dehumanizing regimen isn't debilitating to creative wealth,
which - unlike the standardized performance (euphemised as
a 'standard') - is local, idiosyncratic and far less planned for.
'Read the great poets of our own century,' Bishop said,
' - Marianne Moore, Auden, Wallace Stevens - and not just
two or three poems each, in anthologies - read ALL of
somebody.' Children might read - and re-read - not just two
or three poems each, in anthologies, but lots of poems by
someone - Christopher Reid, Carol Ann Duffy, John Mole,
Jenny Joseph, Irene Rawnsley, Gerda Mayer, Valerie Bloom ...
It would be nice to think of children learning to 'inhabit'
poetry that way, as Ann Stevenson puts it, exploring
anthologies that take risks, caught up in the 'creative mood' of
classrooms. A realistic hope? 'There is less emphasis on
poetry in Year 8 and especially in Year 9, which is increasingly

being wasted on SATs preparation, with poetry bunged in in
case one comes up ... Poetry is being driven out.'
Give us a tune, thing with feathers. •

Robert Hull's collection for children, Stargrazer (Hodder), was
short-listed for the Signal Poetry prize in 1998 and his West African
Stories (Wayland) for the 1999 Kurt Maschler Award. His fifty or so
titles for children include many anthologies. For teachers, his
excellent Behind the Poem is OP but perhaps available in libraries.
He is a regular visitor to schools.

Books referred to or quoted from:
All Sorts, Christopher Reid, ill. Sara Fanelli, Ondt and Gracehoper,
0 9522370 1 6, £7.50 pbk (161 York Way, London N7 9LN)
Dolphinella, Kit Wright, ill. Peter Bailey, Scholastic, 0 590 13355 1,
£4.99 pbk
Heaven in a Poem, ed. Lois Rock, ill. Christopher Corr, Lion,
0 7459 4259 8 £10.99 hbk
How to Avoid Kissing Your Parents in Public, Lindsay MacRae,
ill. Steven Appleby, Puffin, 0 14 130551 7, £3.99 pbk
Hysterical Historical Poems, Middle Ages, ed. Brian Moses,
Macmillan, 0 330 37714 0, £2.99 pbk
In and Out the Shadows, Sandy Brownjohn, ill. Oliver Gaiger,
Oxford, 0 19 276246 X, £3.99 pbk
Join In... or Else!, ed. Nick Toczek, ill. David Parkins, Macmillaii,
0 330 48263 7, £2.99 pbk
Meeting Midnight, Carol Ann Duffy, ill. Eileen Cooper, Faber,
0 571 20120 2, £4.99 pbk
Never Stare at a Grizzly Bear, Nick Toczek, ill. David Parkins,
Macmillan, 0 330 59121 6, £2.99 pbk
Once Upon an Animal, Faustin Charles, ill. Jill Newton,
Bloomsbury, 0 7475 3865 4, £3.99 pbk
One Hundred Years of Poetry for Children, Michael Harrison and
Christopher Stuart-Clark, Oxford, 0 19 276190 0, £12.99 hbk,
0 19 276258 3, £6.99 pbk
Poems About Love, ed. Roger McGough, ill. Chloe Cheese,
Kingfisher, 0 7534 0537 4, £5.99 pbk
Poems with Attitude, Andrew Fusek Peters and Polly Peters,
Hodder Waylaiid, 0 7502 2848 2, £4.99 pbk
The Poetry Book, ed. Fiona Waters, Dolphin, 1 85881 387 5,
£5.99 pbk
Pumpkin Pie and Puddles, Georgie Adams, ill. Seliiia Young,
Dolphin, 1 85881 718 8, £3.99 pbk
Robocat, Adrian Henri, ill. Wendy Smith, Bloomsbury,
0 7475 3863 8, £3.99 pbk
Shades of Green, ed. Anne Harvey, ill. John Lawrence, Red Fox,
0 09 925521 9, £4.99 pbk
The Songs of Birds, ed. Hugh Lupton, ill. Steve Palin, Barefoot,
1 84148 044 4, £12.99 hbk
Talking Drums, Veronique Tadjo, A & C Black, 0 7136 5397 3,
£9.99 hbk
Teacher Alligator, Faustin Charles, ill. David Wojtowycz,
Bloomsbury, 0 7475 4760 2, £3.99 pbk
The Thursday Club: Animal Poems, Gordon Snell, ill. Anthony
Flintoft, Dolphin, 1 85881 831 1, £3.99 pbk
Time for a Rhyme, selected by Fiona Waters, ill. Ailie Busby, Orion,
1 85881 695 5, £10.00 hbk
Werewolf Granny, ed. Tony Bradman, ill. Colin Paine, Bloomsbury,
0 7475 4486 7, £3.99 pbk
Who Left Grandad at the Chip Shop?, Stewart Henderson, Lion,
0 7459 4412 4, £8.99 hbk
The Works, ed. Paul Cookson, Macmillan, 0 350 48104 5, £4.99 pbk
The World is Sweet, Valerie Bloom, ill. Debbie Lush, Bloomsbury,
0 7475 4750 5, £6.99 hbk
The World's Your Lobster, Adrian Henri, ill. Wendy Smith,
Bloomsbury, 0 7475 3864 6, £3.99 pbk

References
Elizabeth Bishop, One Art, Pimlico
Ted Hughes, Winter Pollen, Faber
Kornei Chukovsky, From Two to Five, Univ. California
Seamus Heaney, Preoccupations, Faber
James Thurber, The Thurber Carnival, Penguin
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PRIZES
The Smarties Book Prize
This year's gold medal winner of the 9-12 category of the Smarties
Book Prize has been won by William Nicholson's The Wind Singer
(Mammoth). Beverley Naidoo's The Other Side of Truth (Puffin) took
the silver and Kevin Crossley-Holland's Arthur: The Seeing Stone
(Orion) took the bronze.
The gold medal winner of the 6-8 category was Jacqueline Wilson's
Lizzie Zipmouth (Young Corgi). Tony Mitton's The Red and White
Spotted Handkerchief (Scholastic) took the silver and Lauren Child's
Beware of the Storybook Wolves (Hodder) the bronze.
The gold medal winner of the 5 and Under category was Bob
Graham's Max (Walker). Satoshi Kitamura's Me and My Cat
(Andersen) took the silver and John Burningham's Husherbye (Cape)
took the bronze.

Blue Peter Book Awards
In the first year of this important new award, Geraldine McCaughrean
has won the overall prize and the Special Book to Keep Forever
category for her retelling of The Pilgrim's Progress (Hodder) - see
Authorgraph, page 10. Alan Gibbons won the Book I Couldn't Put
Down category for The Shadow of the Minotaur (Dolphin) and Julia
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler's The Gruffalo won Best Book to Read
Aloud.

The Grinzane Junior Award

'.••'"' I Love You,

Blue Kangaroo!

Chichester Clark at the Award
Ceremony

Joanna Carey writes:

Artist/author Emma Chichester Clark has become the first winner of
this new international children's book award. Until now the Premio
Grinzane Cavour was solely for adult books (past winners include
Nadime Gordimer, Graham Swift, Wole Soyinka and Ian McEwan) but
this year, in a drive to underline the importance of establishing at an
early age the habit of reading for pleasure, the award has been
extended to children's books. From a shortlist of five titles that
included books by Kazuo Iwamara and Maurice Sendak, a jury of
literary critics along with an enthusiastic team of school children (the
children had the final say) chose Chichester Clark's I Love You, Blue
Kangaroo! (Andersen Press) as the winner of the Grinzane Junior
Award. The award ceremony took place in Turin.

2000 Special Educational Needs Book Awards -
Winners
The Children's Book Award for the book that most successfully
provides a positive image of children with special needs has been
won by Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross for Susan Laughs (Andersen
Press), 'a powerful book on an important theme, looking with insight
and without sentimentality at an issue that is relevant to all our lives'.
Dorothy Smith, the chair of the judges said 'This delightful book is full
of fun. The reader is kept guessing until the very last page. The panel
were unanimous in deciding to award the prize to this lovely book.'
This year's Highly Commended award goes to the Friends Series
(Watts Publishing) by Diane Church.

Children's Book twK*
Circle
Contact: Jo Williamson, c/o
HarperCollins Publishers
Tel: 020 8307 4680
Fax: 020 8307 4199
E-mail: jo.williamson@
harpercollins.co.uk
The Children's Book Circle is
a non-profit-making organ-
isation run entirely by
volunteers to provide a lively
discussion forum for anyone
involved in children's books.
The CBC meets on a monthly
basis at a variety of venues
around central London
when guest speakers are
invited to address current
and controversial issues. The
CBC host a Summer and
Christmas party as well as
the prestigious Patrick Hardy
Lecture in November which

is delivered by an eminent
speaker on a relevant topic.
In the memory of Eleanor
Farjeon, the CBC annually
present the Eleanor Farjeon
Award for distinguished
services to the world of
children's books. Members
are mailed regularly and the
CBC Newsletter appears
three times a year.
Membership prices, at time
of going to press, are £15
within the M25 and £12
outside the M25 - monthly
meetings are free but
charges are made for parties,
the Eleanor Farjeon Award
and the Patrick Hardy
Lecture.

Whitbread Children's Book of the Year Award
The shortlisted books are David Almond's Heaven Eyes (Hodder), Kevin
Crossley-Holland's Arthur: The Seeing Stone (Orion), Jamila Gavin's
Coram Boy (Egmont) and Adele Geras's Troy (Scholastic). The winner
will be announced on 23 January at a ceremony televised on BBC2.

2001 eBook Award to Include Children's eBook
Category
The International eBook Award Foundation (leBAF) has announced
the addition of a new Children's eBook award category for its 2001
eBook awards. To be presented for the first time during the Bologna
Children's Book Fair in April 2002, the Children's Award will highlight
outstanding accomplishments in eBooks for younger readers.
Further information is available on the leBAF website at
http://www.iebaf.org

PEOPLE

Cresswell

Helen Cresswell has received the
BAFTA (British Academy of Film and
Television Arts) Writer's Award for her
work in children's drama. Her
adaptations for the screen include
Lizzie Dripping, Moondial, Five
Children and It, The Famous Five, The
Demon Headmaster and The Phoenix
and the Carpet.
Jo Devereux has been appointed
Editorial Director of Little Tiger Press.
She was previously at Dorling
Kindersley.
Tina Miller has been appointed
Publicity and Promotions Manager at
Walker Books. She was previously at
HarperCollins.
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EVENTS
World Book Day 2001
Thursday 1 March is World Book Day 2001 in
the UK and Ireland. Thanks to Book Tokens
Ltd, principal sponsor of World Book Day 2001,
and publishers and booksellers, every child in
full-time education will receive a £1 World
Book Day Book Token via their school which
can be redeemed for three weeks around World
Book Day itself. Four specially jacketed World
Book Day £1 titles by leading children's authors
will replace the Children's Book of Books published in previous years.
These books will appeal to four different age ranges so that every child has
the opportunity to exchange their £1 World Book Day Book Token for a
book to suit them and encourage them in their reading. The titles are: for
3-5 year olds, The Gruffalo Song by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler;
for 5-9 year olds, Little Wolf's Postbag by Ian Whybrow and Tony Ross; for
8-12 year olds, Cloud Wolf by Paul Stewart and Chris Riddell; and for
teenagers, Shop Dead by Kate Cann.
In addition, a list of 31 bestselling children's titles covering four age ranges
has been chosen to encourage young readers. Titles include stories by
award-winning authors such as Helen Cooper and Michael Morpurgo; a
tale from the Children's Laureate, Quentin Blake; well-known characters
such as Martin Waddell's Little Bear and Francesca Simon's Horrid Henry
as well as science, history, jokes and fiction. The books will be available
countrywide. There will be events and activities nationwide in schools,
libraries, workplaces and bookshops. For further information, visit your
local library or visit the World Book day website: www.worldbookday.com.

Bedtime Reading Week
26 February - 4 March 2001
Bedtime Reading Week which celebrates the joy of the spoken word, will
run for the first time from 26 February to 4 March. Backed by the BBC, the
Arts Council of England, Tesco, Book Trust, and the National Reading
Campaign, it is a week when children and their families can rediscover
how much fun reading together can be.

This exciting new venture is the brainchild of
businessman and philanthropist William Sieghart,
and will be organised by the charity, the Forward
Literature Trust. Sieghart, who also founded
National Poetry Day seven years ago, has a firm
belief in the power of the spoken word. The father of
two young children, he says, T can think of few
things more enjoyable than sharing stories - with
my daughters, my wife, my mother, my friends. It's
great fun. What's more, if you want to give your children the best start in
life, one of the ways to do that is quite simply to read to them for fifteen
minutes every day. Try it. It's amazing the difference it makes. In the years
to come, today's children will be tomorrow's adults who look back and
say, "Once upon a time, my parents read to me".'
Highlights of Bedtime Reading Week will include a national survey of
children and adults to discover the nation's reading habits; Who would
you most like to read aloud to you?; Storybook 2001 - a children's writing
competition with fabulous prizes, including a trip to Italy to see their
winning books being printed and bound!; BBC1 will run a week of
celebrity 'shorts' during Bedtime Reading Week - hear your favourite star
read his or her favourite story out loud on TV; reading parties in
bookshops and libraries nationwide; plus promotions in Tesco stores all
over the country throughout the week.

Children's Books in Ireland Summer School
The CBI Summer School will take place in Dublin on the weekend of
18-20 May 2001. Speakers will include Kevin Crossley-Holland, Malachy
Doyle, Margaret Mahy and Malorie Blackman. Further information from
Clare Random, Children's Books Ireland, tel: Dublin 8725854.

Edward Ardizzone RDI: The Born Illustrator
This lecture, part of the Ardizzone centenary celebration, will be given by
Ian Beck and Judy Taylor with Brian Alderson in the chair at the RSA on 28
February at 6pm. Further details on this and other Ardizzone events at
www.ardizzone.co.uk.

PUBLICATION LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Families Just Like Us (1 85199 144 1) is an annotated booklist produced by
Book Trust and the National Council for One Parent Families. It has a
foreword by that famous single parent, J. K. Rowling, and quotes from
other single parents about the books are interspersed throughout.
Selected by Kim Reynolds and Wendy Cooling, the list is divided into age
categories. Available at £4.99 by phoning the National Council for One
Parent Families on 020 7428 5405/8 or by ordering online at
www.oneparentfamilies.org.uk.

Obituary

ROBERT CORMIER
17 January 1925 - 2 November 2000
Chris Kloet writes...
My first encounter with Robert Cormier's books was in the
early 1980s when I worked as a comprehensive school
librarian in northern England. I remember the excitement
that the pupils and I felt, on reading the recently
published The Chocolate War. Here was an innovative,
controversial and uncompromising writer who, his young
readers recognised, was on their side - one who fearlessly

'told it like it was'. I was fortunate in 1984 to become Bob's UK editor at Victor
Gollancz Ltd and subsequently had the joy of meeting him regularly, most
recently in July, and the privilege of working with him on nine of his books.
Those qualities which characterised The Chocolate War informed his
subsequent writings and shone through the man himself. A former 'human
interest' journalist, he retained his curiosity about people, as well as a certain
investigative spirit, and a lean writing style. He never moved away from the
town where he was bom, Leominster, Massachusetts. This became
Monument, the fictional setting for all his novels; yet his small-town
characters have universal resonance. Translated into many languages,
Robert Cormier's books continue to speak directly to young people
everywhere. The world of 'young adult' literature has lost one of its most
challenging writers, and I have lost a warm friend.

Chairing the Laureate
Dear Editor
I see that Mark Lawson will chair the judges
choosing the second Children's Laureate. Is this
the same Mark Lawson who revealed the true
(conscious or not) attitude of the adult arts
establishment that many of us have fought
against for years, when he remarked on the
blandness of J.K. Rowling's prose but added that,
'purely as a children's writer, though', she takes
her craft seriously? (The Guardian, 10 July) That's
OK then: it is only for kids, after all.
Stephanie Nettell
Reffley Farmhouse, Reffley Lane, Kings Lynn,
Norfolk PESO 3EH

Not 'doom and gloom'
Dear Editor
Hurrah! I thought as I started to read Brian Lux's
letter (BfK 124) - someone concerned about what
young people read is about to give his local
Waterstones/WHS a rousting for not carrying
even one copy of the 2000 Carnegie Medal
winner. But after a few lines I realised that I was
reading yet another Why-not-Harry-Potter?
whinge, one moreover containing the erroneous
assumption that a prize-winner should be
'expected'; a query (insulting to the selection
panel in its implication) that a modicum of
private research would have rendered
unnecessary; the dismissal of a complex,
intelligent, serious, demanding, moving,
exhilarating work which he has clearly not
bothered to read himself as 'more doom and
gloom'...
But this is unfair; I expect Mr Lux dashed off his
letter in haste if not umbrage. I should like to

make three brief points:
1. Eleven of the thirteen librarians are chosen by
democratic vote, and represent every region of
the country; the other two are ex officio
members. Their brief was to select by what must
have been an agonising process of elimination
'an outstanding book for children' written in
English and not previously published in the UK.
2. Postcards has been chosen (by democratic
vote, and by KS4 pupils who have actually read it)
to receive the Stockport School Book Award for
2000. Perhaps would-be Trafford readers,
wanting more than the two copies available,
could pop along the motorway to Stockport?
3. Up to this point I have been able to feel fairly
light-hearted, though irritated by hasty and
thoughtless criticism of a book that has moved
and affected me deeply. But Mr Lux must hold his
opinions as 1 hold mine. I am however appalled
by his apparently serious desire to restrict
publishers' output to books that will have a wide
appeal. Had such conditions obtained when Ms
Rowling was trawling the publishing houses with
her first manuscript, Harry Potter might never
have made it to Trafford's local bookshops. Ms
Rowling's books provide millions including
myself with fun and enjoyment, but at a rough
guess, 80% of the children's and adults' books that
have enriched my life, extended my horizons,
and made the human condition a little easier to
bear have been works of 'limited appeal' (appeal
to whom? according to whose criteria?). If the day
ever comes when it is impossible to publish such
books, may heaven help us all.
Jan Robbins (teacher, bookseller)
The Bookroom, Axtorpsvagen 29A,
S-903 37 Umea, Sweden
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9,'d
Kaye Umansky on an
utterly compelling tale
peopled with a cast of
memorable characters...
It's rare to find a book that makes
you scuttle around telling
everyone you meet, children and
adults alike, 'Read this! Now! And
that's an order!' Louis Sachar's
Holes is like that. When I finished
it, I felt like standing up and
punching the air. Written in
clear, economic prose, the
complex plot consists of three
stories, elegantly woven into
one highly original and utterly
compelling tale peopled with a
cast of memorable characters.
The hero, Stanley Yelnats - he of
the palindromic name - comes
from a family with a history of

f •

bad luck, blamed on his 'no-good-
dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-
grandfather'. Convicted of a crime he
didn't commit, Stanley is sent to
Camp Green, boy's juvenile detention
centre, where he is made to dig a hole
a day in the dry lake bed. The burning
question is, why? For punishment?
For character forming reasons? Or is
there more to it than meets the eye? I
read the book in two sittings, then
gave it to my teenage daughter, who
read it in one. My husband was next,
and loved it. It's currently on loan to a
nine-year-old. I'm giving it to my aunty for Christmas. Like all
the very best stories, Holes appeals right across the age range.
It won several prestigious awards in the USA - and quite right
too. It's a great book. If I had written it, I would burst with pride.
Holes is published by Bloomsbury, 0 7475 4648 7, £10.99 hbk, 0 7475
4459 X, £5.99 pbk. Kaye Umansky's latest book is Wilma's Wicked
Revenge, Puffin, 0 14 130442 1, £3.99 pbk.

GOOD x> READS
Chosen by Year 7 (11/12 year old) pupils of
Stanchester Community School, Stoke sub
Hamdon, Somerset.
TTianfcs to Sarah Wilds, English teacher, and
Sidn Humpherson, Librarian.

My Family and Other Animals
Gerald Durrell, Penguin,
0 14 001399 7, £5.99 pbk
Gerald Durrell was a famous zoologist. He
founded the Jersey Zoological Park in 1958
and in 1964 started the Jersey Wildlife
Preservation Trust. This book focuses on his
childhood in the 1930s which was spent on
Corfu after he and his family move there
from Bournemouth. After a spell in a shabby
hotel they move to the 'strawberry pink villa'
with the help of taxi-driver Spiro, who then
becomes their estate agent and friend.
Gerald Durrell makes lots of friends both
human and animal and the book tells of his
adventures and discoveries.
1 recommend this book to others as it is easy
to imagine yourself in the sunshine on Corfu
because the author paints a wonderfully
colourful image of his carefree days as a boy.

James Bourbon
Carrie's War
Nina Bawden, Puffin, 0 14 030689 7,
£4.99 pbk
Carrie and her younger brother Nick were
evacuated to the country during the Second
Wo rid War, where they had to stay with nasty
Mr Evans and his sister, Auntie Lou. After
school they would go down to Druids
Bottom, to visit their friends: Hepzibah
Green, who was supposedly a witch, the
strange Mister Johnny and Albert Sandwich.
But then Carrie did a terrible thing, the worst
thing she did in her life ...

Clockwise
from top

left: James
Bourbon,

Sophie
Blackman,

Steven
Edwards

and
Yasmin
Bond.

This is a fantastic book. The characters are
original and interesting. There are several
other books set during the Second World
War, but I don't think you'll find another with
characters who speak 'gobbledegook', or
have twenty nine ball-gowns! Carrie's War is
very well written. I found it difficult to put
down because I wanted to see what would
happen next. I understood how Carrie was
feeling but even so, the ending was
unexpected and thought provoking.

Sophie Blackman
Northern Lights
Philip Pullman, Scholastic,
0 590 66054 3, £5.99 pbk
Northern Lights is a thrilling book about a
little girl, Lyra, who has only her daemon
and an armoured bear called lorek Byrnison
for company. Lyra does not know it, but she
is on one of the most daring and challenging
quests of all time, to find out about Dust.
Dust, or elementary particles, is one of the
most mysterious things in her world, and
she's been chosen to look for it. Lyra's world
is the same as ours, but different in many

ways, for example they have souls in the
form of animals, called daemons, and they
also have witches in Bolvangar, where Lyra
belongs. Overall I think this book is very
mysterious, but extremely well thought out,
and written in a most outstanding way. I
would recommend it to anyone over 12 years
of age. Yasmin Bond

Harry Potter and the Goblet
of Fire
J. K. Rowling, Bloomsbury,
0 7475 4624 X, £14.99 hbk
The three main characters in the story are
Harry Potter and his two best friends, Ron
Weasley and Hermione Granger. They are
three students out of hundreds who go to
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry
to study magic and to become a qualified
witch or wizard. The story is mainly about a
tournament named the iriwizard
Tournament, which is taking place during
the school year and consists of three events.
In each of the three events a champion from
the schools Durmstrang, Beauxbatons and
Hogwarts try to get the highest marks out of
ten. The Goblet of Fire chooses the
champions.
The main event is when the wizards from all
the schools are seated in the great hall and
the Goblet of Fire is positioned on the High
Table. Then one by one the Goblet of Fire
chooses the champions. Then when the last
champion had been chosen the Goblet of
Fire suddenly erupted with flame and Harry
Potter's name was chosen even though he
was three years too young and he became
the fourth champion.
1 would recommend this book because it is
very exciting in places and in parts it is
funny. Steven Edwards
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Reviews (of both hardback and paperback fiction and non-fiction) are grouped for convenience into both age categories and under
teaching range. Within each section, you will find reviews for younger children at the beginning. Books and children being varied and
adaptable, we suggest that you look either side of your area. More detailed recommendations for use can often be found within the review.

RATING
Audio books are rated for the quality
of the reading, not the book.
Unmissable *****
Very Good ****
Good ***
Fair **
Sad *
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Books About Children's Books
The Oxford
Companion to Fairy
Tales

Edited by Jack Zipes, Oxford,
640pp, 0 19 860115 8, £35.00
hbk
As well try to spin straw into gold as
edit a companion to fairy tales. The
stuff is both tangled and whispy,
brought in from dozens of in-takes,
with little evidence of its essential
nature or provenance. It does not
submit easily to analysis, and since
our editor is a scholar- critic rather
than a rigorous literary taxonomist
he has whirred away without getting
full control of his material.

This is apparent in his querulous
Introduction where he adverts to
several unanswerable questions.
What is a fairy tale? How can we learn
anything of the authentic origins of
oral tales? What is the relation
between these and the 'literary faiiy
tales' (Kunstmdrchen in the trade)
upon whose definition the limits of
his province must be determined?
Unable to establish a pragmatic
method, he predictably ends up with
muddle. Obviously good things can
be found throughout the volume, but
its authority is wobbly and has not
been helped by having 67 'specialist
contributors'. Quite a lot of these
appear to be American academics,
anxious for cv credits but too distant
(in all respects) from European
traditions to nuance their reports.
Many repetitions occur, but much
that is arguably fundamental is barely
mentioned or is omitted.

The Companion is organised
alphabetically and includes material
in the following categories:

[1] Lengthy accounts of traditions.
These are distinguished by having
fancy decorative borders down their
outer edges which divide them from,
and interrupt, surrounding text-
matter (thus 'The Frog King' begins
on p.173 and ends on p. 188 with
'France' in between). No subtitles are
introduced, so that Celtic sources are
dumped under 'British and Irish Fairy
Tales', but there is nothing on
outlying Icelandic, Orcadian, or
Gaelic tales or the work of the great
J.F. Campbell. Nor will you find
anything on Africa, China, India,
Japan, Oceania, and South America.

[2] Lengthy essays on theoretical or
critical angles under such vague
rubrics as Approaches to the Literary
Fairy Tale', 'Feminism', and 'Oral
Tradition'. Here the repetitions are
most frequent but there is no
extended treatment of such vital
issues as translation, the recording
and printing of dialects, and
comparative criticism both within
and across language areas.

[3] Conveyors of texts, such as
folklorists (but W.J. Thorns - who
invented the term - and exponents
like Edward Clodd do not appear),
collectors, editors, and 'literary'
authors, allied to [4] Illustrators,
where may be found more errors of
fact, omission, and judgement than
anywhere else.

[5] Articles on individual tales and
Kunstmdrchen, unbalanced to the
extent of three columns on Alice but
nothing on the text of Jack and the
Beanstalk.

[6] Other forms such as Advertising',
'Ballet', 'Opera' - but not Pantomime
- despite which the descriptions and
brief discussions are among the best
things in the book (not least the 7x/2
columns devoted to 'Communist
Folk-Tale Films').

There are starred cross-references to
other entry-titles, but with so much
else hidden within the omnium-
gatherum articles there is sore need
of either a complex of 'see also'
references or an index, and I for one
would be glad to see the latter replace
the ludicrously incompetent book-
lists that take up the final 39 pages.

One small chain of examples may
serve to justify these harsh criticisms.
Christina Rossetti is included on the
strength of 'Goblin Market'. The
relation of the poem to traditional
lore is touched on but no reference
sends you to any discussions
elsewhere on legends of fairy food
etc. and no mention is made of
Rossetti's fairy story Speaking
Likenesses. (This is mentioned
briefly in the British round-up and in
an extraordinarily naive entry on
Arthur Hughes [next to which, I
observe, are 12 lines on Ted Hughes
which don't mention The Iron Man].)
The dominance of 'Goblin Market'
goes on to raise questions about how
poetry is treated elsewhere, and I see
with alarm, first, that Rossetti does
not appear in the general article on
'Poetry', second, that the Rossetti
entry, with notes, is longer than those
for Spenser and Tennyson (while the
only entry for Keats refers to Ezra
Jack, who has nothing to do with fairy
tales), and third, that not only are
modern writers like Causley, Duffy,
and Serraillier absent but also the
massively important subject of
Ballads (Border, Danish, German etc.
comme vous voulez). Oh dear, oh
dear. BA

The Encyclopaedia of
School Stories
Vol.1 Girls' School
Stories
Sue Sims and Hilary Clare,
432pp, 0 7546 0082 3

Vol.2 Boys' School
Stories
Robert J. Kirkpatrick, 400pp,
0 7546 0083 1

***
Ashgate, £35.00 each hbk
Despite the recent proliferation of
reference books about children's
literature, the school story has never
been fully covered. This encyclo-
paedia will therefore be welcomed. It
is, without question, a tour de force
which provides satisfactions not only
for serious students but for
enthusiasts of the genre. The range of
stories and authors discussed is vast;
both volumes are easy to read and
well organised, comprising alpha-
betical studies of individual authors
plus a series of essays on 'General
Topics' from Adult School Fiction,
Annuals and Evangelical School
Stories to Plays and Films, and 'Penny
Dreadfuls'.

For the girls' volume, most of the
critiques and bibliographies are
written by Sims and Clare, and, for
the boys', by Kirkpatrick. However, for

each volume, authorities on
particular authors and subjects have
contributed specific, signed entries.
The Encyclopaedia's co-editor,
Rosemary Auchmuty, has provided
informative prefaces: she outlines in
the girls' volume 'The Critical
Response' to the genre and provides
much stimulating food for thought.
She makes the point that, because
there has been no sustained tradition
of research into school stories, this
Encyclopaedia has 'huge gaps' and
can to an extent be regarded as a
work in progress. Kirkpatrick echoes
this in his Apologia for the boys'
volume, adding a little surprisingly
that 'this encyclopaedia is not
intended to be a serious
bibliographical work, but rather a
biographical work'. There are indeed
bibliographical weaknesses and
inconsistencies in both volumes but
nevertheless the mix of critiques,
biographies and bibliographies
generally works well.

In a work of this size and scope there
are, inevitably, errors, omissions and
anomalies. Some of these suggest
that the authors' readings of areas of
the genre have been superficial. For
example, the entry on 'Hilda
Richards' (the pseudonym used by
Frank Richards and others when
writing of Cliff House School)
classifies Richards' only full length
novel about this school as 'a
compilation' of previously published
short stories, and this brief entry
contains several other errors. Also the
essay on girls' Annuals lists those
issued by the influential
Amalgamated Press but surprisingly
fails to mention the two most
popular, longest-running and most
school-based of these, the
Schoolgirls' Own and School Friend
Annuals. Similarly in the boys'
volume the entry on WE. Johns (who
wrote only one school story for boys
and one for girls) contains a small
crop of errors.

However, it may seem carping in
considering such a wide-ranging
work to draw attention to these and
other mistakes. More important are
some of the omissions. These have
occurred mainly because of the
genderised division of the
Encyclopaedia. What does one do, in
a book specifically concerned with
girls' - or boys' - fiction about the
many fine, often 'breakthrough',
stories set in coeducational schools?
The authors make the point that
these generally are outside the
Encyclopaedia's scope, although the
boys' volume does deal superficially
with, for example, Gillian Cross, Jan
Mark and Jan Needle. But,
astoundingly, one of the best day-
school stories ever written (Needle's
My Mate Shofiq) gets no mention at
all. Neither does Gene Kemp's
awesome The Turbulent Term of
Tyke Tiler, nor indeed any of her
other school stories.

Surely, to provide adequate coverage
of the genre, at least a serious essay
on coeducational stories and their
authors should be included in any
future editions of this generally
excellent Encyclopaedia. MC

\s Who Don't...

and how to persuade
them otherwise

•*•***
Chris Fowling, Reading and
Language Information Centre,
University of Reading, 32pp,
0 7049 1405 0, £3.95 pbk
Chris Fowling is a former editor of
Books for Keeps, so readers of this
magazine will find that most of what
he says in his stimulating pamphlet
(which presumably began life as a
lecture) is self-evident: he will be
preaching to the converted. If only
this were universally true, less
damage might be happening in our
schools - especially primary schools.
He argues, for example, that reading
is caught not taught, that modern
media and new technologies are not
the enemy of reading, that effective
teachers must like reading
themselves and cannot fake it, that
pleasure and creativity are at least as
important as skills. Sadly, these
truisms are now politically loaded
statements, as his account of one
(alas, not untypical) school's odious
treatment of the Literacy Hour makes
all too clear.

The sting is in Powling's tail, where he
quotes the excellent, Government
commissioned report called 'All Our
Futures' and observes 'How
interesting that the decision was
made not to distribute it to our
schools'. David Blunkett, who co-
wrote the foreword and doubtless
took the decision, is widely regarded
as a highly successful Education
Secretary, about whom it is improper
to be rude. Unfortunately he is a
puritanical control-freak who has
encouraged and enforced the dismal
functionalism that now passes for
literacy teaching. A small but
effective reprisal would be to ensure
that every school does get All Our
Futures'. And Powling's excellent
pamphlet. PH

Enid Blyton and the
Mystery of Children's
Literature

***David Rudd, Macmillan Press,
280pp, 0 333 74718 6, £40.00 hbk
Enid Blyton is an important
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storyteller. She is not fading into
oblivion, as her many adult
detractors might have expected and
hoped, but has if anything enjoyed a
considerable revival in recent years
as her work is adapted and updated
for new media and changing times.
There is certainly an element of
'mystery' in her vast international
appeal, as there is about children's
literature as a genre, so Rudd's title
announces an apt and relevant
subject. The contents do not quite
live up to the billing - he scarcely
touches on the 'mystery' of children's
literature generally, and only partially
explains the Blyton phenomenon -
but this is still a useful contribution
to a debate which is obviously
destined to run and run.
The References suggest that Rudd's
study originates in a doctoral thesis,
and it carries the marks of that. As in
so many other books of this kind,
there are occasional dense interludes
of methodology and literary theory,
and a top-heavy apparatus of
academic reference and citation,

which contribute relatively little to
the argument. At times the book's
reach exceeds its grasp. Of two
chapters ambitiously entitled The
Mystery Explained', one is devoted to
a psychoanalytical reading which
displays a clear mismatch between
theory and commentary. Rudd
resorts to some desperate measures
here. For instance, at the opening of
Five on a Treasure Island, Father
explains to Julian, Dickie and Anne
that their parents will not be
spending the summer holidays with
them. Rudd describes this as 'a
father's oedipal gesture', which is
almost as silly as Bob Dixon's 1974
description of 'George' as a bad case
of penis-envy.
For readers prepared to excuse Rudd
his obeisances to academe, what
remains is a thorough, sensible and
balanced defence of Blyton. This is a
work of judicious advocacy. Some of
its best sections demonstrate the
blatant misreadings, contradictions
and emotional animus which have
characterised so many attacks on

Blyton, especially those of the 1960s
and 1970s from which her tarnished
reputation is only now recovering.
Rudd examines the widespread
accusations of racism and sexism
with particular acuteness and good
sense, backed up by telling
supportive evidence from respon-
dents to his questionnaire and
interviews.
Overall this is a timely and competent
corrective study, with one outstanding
chapter (the other half of 'The Mystery
Explained') which convincingly
relates Blyton to the oral tradition, and
in the process shows the sheer
inappropriateness of criteria often
invoked to denigrate her. PH

Words and Pictures

Quentin Blake, Cape, 208pp,
0 224 03266 6, £20.00 hbk
Quentin Blake has always been
driven by the urge to draw: his career
now spans 50 years and with the wit
and vitality of his line and the

uncluttered spontaneity of his
approach, he makes it all seem so
easy ... here though he takes us
backstage to see how it is done. As an
artist, an author and a teacher (he
was for many years Head GI
Illustration at the Royal College of
Art) Blake is a thoughtful, engaging
communicator and, starting with his
experience as a schoolboy cartoonist
for Punch, this is an illuminating
account of his career. He describes
the process of making a picture book
- providing relevant pictures at every
stage (this book is BURSTING with
illustrations, including lots of
hitherto unpublished work). He talks
in detail about his technique, his
materials and of course the interplay
between words and pictures - and in
so doing offers not just a valuable
understanding of the art of the
illustrator but also a starting point -
and a vocabulary for further
discussion.
Excellent. We need more books like
this. JC

Now Out in Paperback
Three, four and five star hardbacks or trade paperbacks previously reviewed in BfK and now published as mass market paperbacks.

Don't Dawdle Dorothy!
PICTURE BOOK ***
Margrit Cruickshank,
ill. Amanda Harvey, Frances
Lincoln, 0 7112 1404 2, £5.99
Reviewed BfK 119, November 1999:
'On a daunting journey home
Dorothy encounters en route a
wicked witch, a snow queen, an ogre,
a bear and a tiger who all echo her
mother's enjoinder, "don't dawdle,
Dorothy". The vibrant hues of
Harvey's palette swirl together to give
an effect of a breeze blowing through
the pages, propelling Dorothy
forwards.'

The Tale of the Turnip
PICTURE BOOK ****
Brian Alderson, ill. Fritz Wegner,
Walker, 0 7445 7786 1, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 120, January 2000:
'This picture book retelling of this
traditional English tale is gently
ironic, both verbally and visually. The
series of double-page spreads, full of
detail and visual jokes, have a lively
air of burlesque.'

The Twelve Labours
of Hercules
MYTHS

*****James Riordan, ill. Christina
Balit, Frances Lincoln,
07112 1391 7, £6.99
Reviewed BfK 107, November 1997:
'Tracing Hercules' story from birth to
death, via the twelve well known
heroic labours, Riordan re-creates a
world of superhuman strength and
endeavour, where one highly-
charged episode follows another and
where fate would seem unrelenting

in the demands and tasks it imposes.
What one might call the moral
landscape of the stories is
magnificently captured in Balit's full
colour illustrations.'

Christy's Dream
PICTURE BOOK ****
Caroline Binch, Picture
Mammoth, 0 7497 4294 1, £5.99
Reviewed BfK 120, January 2000:
'Christy's Dream is based on the
Dublin phenomenon of "urban
cowboys", young lads who own and
ride horses in deprived areas of the
city. The story of Christy, who longs
for a pony of his own, is narrated in
simple and direct language, and
Binch uses naturalistic watercolours
rather than words to provide details
of life on the tower block estate which
is his home.'

Shimmy with my
Granny
POETRY

***Chosen and illustrated by
Sarah Garland, Macdonald
Young Books, 0 7500 2764 9,
£4.99
Reviewed BfK 120, January 2000:
'In this family collection of twenty-
nine, largely contemporary poems,
topics such as babies, family
relationships, dressing up, bedtime,
death, divorce and adoption are
featured.'

The Orchard Book of
Opera Stories
ANTHOLOGY

****Retold by Adele Geras, various
illustrators, Orchard,
1 84121 707 7, £8.99
Reviewed BfK 109, March 1998:
'If anyone can make opera stories
attractive and accessible the

wonderful Geras can - and there is an
editorial touch of genius in the
choice of the eight different
illustrators (Ian Beck, Louise Brierley,
Emma Chichester Clark, Susan Field,
Katya Mikhailovsky, Sheila Moxley,
Jane Ray and Sophie Windham).'

Imogen and the Ark
FICTION *****
William Mayne, ill. Nick
Maland, Hodder, 0 340 74373 5,
£3.50
Reviewed BfK 122, May 2000:
'Staying by the sea with her
grandparents, Imogen chooses an old
wooden ark to buy from the toy shop.
During the night, the shop catches
fire: the ark, wooden Mr and Mrs
Noah and the animals are swept, by
the fire hoses, into the drains and out
to sea. A wonderful, enchanting story,
with echoes not only of the Bible but
also of The Tempest and Twelfth
Night. Mr and Mrs Noah, with their
resolute faith in their eventual
salvation, are funny and touching.'

The Subtle Knife
FICTION *****
Philip Pullman, Scholastic,
0 439 99491 8, £6.99
Reviewed BfK 108, January 1998:
'The dimensions of Pullman's project
for His Dark Materials, its fully epic
structure, emerge clearly from this
second novel in the trilogy as
something more extensive, profound
and resonant than anything the
present generation of young readers,
including those from the Star Wars
annexe, has yet encountered.'

Witnesses to War
NON-FICTION *****
Michael Leapman, Puffin,
0 14 130841 9, £6.99
Reviewed BfK 111, July 1998:
'Anne Frank is one of eight young
people featured in this collection of
war-time biographies whose lives
were irrevocably disrupted by
Nazism. In this well written history,
her story is alongside those of seven
other children, four Jewish, one
Gypsy and two Catholic. They
managed to survive but their
traumatic individual experiences also
represent those of millions of others.'

Paulina
FICTION

***Lesley Howarth, Walker,
0 7445 7850 7, £3.99
Reviewed BfK 121, March 2000:
A summer house-swap takes
Rebecca and her family from their
bungalow in Cornwall to a luxury
house in Connecticut with its
swimming pool and Buick. But this is
not a dream-holiday but a
nightmarish one. Howarth writes a
good, but unexceptional modern
horror story, complete with American
setting. Perhaps it will attract new
readers to her other, more
exceptional and gripping stories.'

The Candle House
FICTION

***Pauline Fisk, Red Fox,
0 09 960071 4, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 121, March 2000:
'The pace and suspense seldom
slacken as the narrative builds and
switches in this novel around a wide
array of characters in situations both
realistic and mystic as the villagers of
a hidden valley seek to get a grip on
their long-held rivalries, their
individual fears and their mutual
suspicion. The main characters are a
believable bunch, supported by a
fairly predictable country bumpkin
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cast of extras. A lively read for
lower/mid secondary.'

Girls Out Late
FICTION ****
Jacqueline Wilson, ill. Nick
Sharratt, Corgi,
0 552 54523 6, £4.99
Reviewed BJK122, May 2000:
'The plot is simple: girl meets
attractive hoy, hut developments are
frustrated by parents and conflicting
loyalties to girlfriends. In Wilson's
hands, however, layers are peeled
away to expose why people, adult
and adolescent, act as they do. This is
a sequel to Girls in Love and Girls
under Pressure.'

A Twist in Time
FICTION

Dosh

****Jean Ure, Walker,
0 7445 7823 X, £3.99
Reviewed BJK124, September 2000:
'Cosy (Cosima) Walker enjoys a close
and supportive relationship with her
reclusive invalid mother. When her
mother is hospitalised for a period of
time life changes dramatically for
Cosy. This novel touches on a
number of sensitive issues which are
handled with a delicate touch.'

Frenchtown Summer
FICTION ****
Robert Cormier, Puffin,
0 14 130714 5, £4.99
Reviewed BJK121, March 2000:
This 30 chapter prose poem, rich in
metaphorical language, details one
summer of Eugene's life in
Frenchtown. This is a short book but
one seamed with shrewd
observations of the minutiae of
family and community life and the
particulars of familiar surroundings.'

FICTION
****Robert Swindells, Puffin,

0 14 130023 X, £4.99
Reviewed BfK 122, May 2000:
'Froggy Flitcroft extorts money from
young people by organising their
more aggressive contemporaries into
Push, a gang feared for their violence.
Tired of handing over their hard-
earned money, the youngsters form
Pull, a counter-force to free them
from intimidation. Swindells's choice
of hard-hitting issues is well served
by short, action-filled chapters, vivid
language and a dramatic cover.'

REVIEWS Under 5s Pre-School/Nursery/Infant
'.f "Oh! Hello, Wilbur,
P I thought you were Elme;

:

Look! There's Elmer

*****David McKee, Andersen, 24pp,
0 86264 983 8, £6.99 hbk
novelty
This new Elmer book encourages
even the youngest child to be
interactive. Bird initiates a game of
hide and seek, and in turn, Lion,
Giraffe, Crocodile, Elmer's friend
Wilbur, Tiger, Kangaroo (purple of
course), Hippo and the Monkeys all
claim they can see Elmer in his hiding
place. We too can see his bright
patchwork colours, through the
cleverly placed peepholes. But each
fresh page reveals we are mistaken,
it's not Elmer! We enjoy a lazy search
through a rainbow-coloured jungle.
This is a book full of fun, produced on
thick, strong paper, with peepholes
that will survive curious fingers. The
tale is cumulative, with repetitive
language well suited to inex-
perienced readers tackling the book
alone. Elmer fans will love it, and for
new readers it will serve as an
excellent introduction to Elmer's
longer adventures. GB

Busy Babies Go to the
Gym
111. Alex Ayliffe, 16pp,
0001361376

Busy Babies Go
Swimming
111. Alex Ayliffe, 16pp,
0 00 136139 2

Tiny Trumpet
111. Mandy Stanley, 24pp,
0 00 136147 3

Ten Sleepy Bunnies
111. Peter Curry, 24pp,
0001361716

Rocket to the Rescue
111. Anthony Lewis, 32pp,
0001361511

The Piggy Race
111. Anthony Lewis, 32pp,
0 00 136153 8

**
Jane Kemp and Clare Walters,
Collins 'Practical Parenting',
£3.99 each pbk
A new series of books, published in
association with Practical Parenting
magazine, in 'four distinct, carefully
targeted age-bands'. The aim,
'sharing books from birth to five", is,
of course, laudable: the books, as so
often in this kind of series, are slightly
worthy, with helpful hints on how to
share them, and a slightly
educational air. They will find an
audience primarily among parents
new to buying books for their
children, I imagine.
For one to two year olds are two Busy
Babies titles in which smiling
children and their mums enjoy
swimming and gym-club - far from
universal toddler experiences,
though ones which will tend to define
the audience for the series. Cut
paper/felt collage illustrations with
lots of detail, a brief and somewhat
disjointed text, and rhymes to join in
with add up to an adequate, if not
inspiring whole.
For two to three year olds are Ten
Sleepy Bunnies and Tiny Trumpet. In
the former a rhyming text leads us
from a page with one mole, one
grasshopper, one sheep to the next
which has two sheep, two butterflies,
two birds etc. Lots of things to spot
and count, depicted in a jolly, if
rather crude, style. This one was
consistently boycotted by my young
tester, who preferred the stories to all
that counting! She liked Tiny the little
elephant, who learns how to play
with his new ball by watching various
jungle friends and eventually joining
in with them. This is a pleasant,
unexceptional story which needed a
lot of unpacking for a two year old as
there is often rather a lot on the page.
Threes to fives have the opportunity
to get to know Little Oak Farm -
where farming is somewhat
overshadowed by the Play Barn,
Tractor Trail and cafe that farmers

often have to create to remain solvent
these days. The stories are a bit feeble
- The Piggy Race is plain silly and, as
with the Busy Babies, there is a
certain assumption that every young
reader will recognise the context -
many children from lower income
homes will not have these
experiences before going to school.

AG

Rocket Countdown

*****Nick Sharratt, Walker, 14pp,
0 7445 3901 3, £7.99 hbk
novelty, 0 7445 7802 7, £4.99
pbk novelty

Re-issued from a 1995 original, this
sturdy hook counts down from ten to
one as an astronaut prepares for
space. Cleverly designed moving
parts allow the reader to 'close the
door', 'work the computer' etc, with a
minimum of fragile mechanisms to
tear or lose. Numerals, number words
and an appropriate pattern of stars
reinforce the counting aspects,
echoed in the main pictures as the
design permits. Sharratt's bold,
colourful style is at its best here,
providing tinies with the
introduction to space travel they
have been waiting for. AG

Incey Wincey Spider

**Frances Cony and Iain Smith;
Orchard, 12pp, 1 84121 423 X,
£8.99 hbk novelty
This is a follow-up to the authors' Old
Macdonald pop-up book, and claims
to be the first pop-up treatment of
the familiar Incey Wincey rhyme.
Given the brevity of the rhyme this is
perhaps not surprising. Young

readers with whom I shared the book
were not excited by its contents:
neither the lack-lustre illustrations
nor the unimaginative tabs and flaps.
There is really little of substance here
to justify the production and the
cover price. RB

Animals Scare Me
Stiff

**Babette Cole, Jonathan Cape,
32pp, 0 224 04707 8, £9.99 hbk
Tom is frightened of animals. He
believes that dogs will eat him,
snakes may squeeze him to death,
and birds will peck off his ears. We
can see (but Tom cannot) that the
animals following him are docile and
lovable, and herein lies the problem
with the story. Tom's fears come from
within himself, and there is no
resolution to this. Instead, he
discovers that when he 'moons', the
animals become frightened of him: a
silly outcome to a very real problem
for many children. Cole's wonderfully
whacky illustrations cannot make up
for the flawed story line. ES

Do I have to go to
the dentist?
AUDIO BOOK

***Diane Louise Jordan, read by
the author, Backbone
Productions, SOmins,
1 903200 00 8, £8.99
Molars, Gnasher and Chewy tease
baby tooth Tiny with scary stories of
drilling and the rest. Sounds coy and
corny? It almost is but, having set
herself the near-impossible task of
telling a story from within the mouth,
Diane Louise Jordan pulls it off
remarkably well. A sound, reassuring
and well-researched introduction to
everything that might happen on a
trip to the dentist. JE

Again!

*****John Prater, Bodley Head,
32pp, 0 370 32572 9, £9.99 hbk
(Red Fox, 0 09 940415 X, £4.99
pbk due July 2001)
Prater's Grandbear and Baby Bear
partnership returns with a delightful
tale centred around that magic word
when young children play a game
they love: Again'. Together they build
towers of bricks that tumble,
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JOHN PRATER
construct sandcastles to stamp upon,
water and water the plants - and each
time Baby Bear suggests they do
everything just one more time.
Grandbear finally tires and tumbles
into the hammock to read a story.
Before he can read it (again), they are
cuddled up together, asleep.
There is such joy and animation in
Prater's expressive illustrations that
shared reading is a delight. The text is
finely judged, never using two words
where one will do; onomatopoeic
words appear in bold and are cleverly
dotted across the various double-
spreads. Highly recommended for
the reception or infant library, at
home or school. RB

My Most Favourite
Thing

****Nicola Moon, ill. Carol
Thompson, Orchard, 32pp,
1841212474, £10.99 hbk
This reassuring story is beautifully
illustrated in a freeflowing, expressive
style, and the warmth of the pictures
enhances the emotions with which it
deals. Katie's toy rabbit is battered

and much loved, and as her most
favourite thing in the whole world,
goes everywhere with her. When
Grandad's favourite stumpy-tailed
dog has to be left overnight at the vet,
Katie lends her rabbit to her Grandad
to snuggle at bedtime. But no other
toy can replace rabbit for Katie...
Wonderfully resolved, this picture
book has much to say about both
inanimate and human companion-
ship. GB

Max

****Bob Graham, Walker, 32pp,
0 7445 6787 4, £9.99 hbk
Max is an almost normal child in an
almost normal town, but he has the
misfortune to be born to Captain
Lightning and Madam Thunderbolt,
superheroes and crimebusters. In
spite of his cape, mask and silly
underpants, Max is unable to fly, and
becomes a disappointment to his
family and to himself. Then one day
at dawn, Max sees a bird trying to
leave its nest too soon, and as it
plummets to the earth, he discovers
the ability which has eluded him for
so long.
The book's gentle conclusion, with
Madam Thunderbolt's desire for Max
to be 'a small hero doing quiet deeds',
underlines its message about the
importance of everyday acts of
kindness. This is a large bright picture
book with bold print and a variety of
frame sizes. The characters are drawn
like cartoon superheroes in vivid
colours. It is an appealing book with a
heartening message. GH

Harry's Home

****Catherine and Laurence
Anholt, Orchard, 32pp,
1 84121 603 8, £4.99 pbk
This sensitive, endearing picture
book reveals more on subsequent
readings. It affirms the importance of
home, whether a metropolitan tower-
block or an isolated country dwelling.
Harry lives in the city, so night-times
mean bright lights and endless traffic

more muted visually, on a white
background, but are presented as
equally powerful moments to the
young reader sharing chocolate
cake with grandma, camping out
with dad, snuggling to sleep a
younger brother.
The quality of the illustrations is
outstanding and, with so much
happening in every corner of the
page, guaranteed to lead to lots
of creative chat between young
readers reading aloud with a
guiding adult. RB

noise. On his first visit alone to
Grandad's small farmhouse in the
mountains across the sea, Harry finds
everything different. The night is
quiet, no cars or sirens, and so dark
he can't sleep. Thinking about Mum,
he packs his bag and tells Grandad he
is going home. Of course he doesn't,
and over the week a special
relationship develops between Harry,
his grandfather and the farm
animals. The journey between homes
is particularly effective, picturing
different modes of travel, distance
covered and the numerous houses in
between. The illustrations are happy
and busy, packed with details
offering much for discussion. Based
on the authors' family experience,
this is an enchanting story. GB

Once Upon an
Everyday

****Toby Forward, ill. Sophy
Williams, Doubleday, 32pp,
0 385 41040 9, £10.99 hbk
This exquisitely designed picture
book contrasts dreamworlds and real
life. 'I have never gone to sea in a
pirate ship' is the opening of the first
double-spread, to be followed on the
next spread with 'But I once went
fishing with a net'. Thus the author
unfolds a series of delicious fantasy
scenes from chasing ghosts and
joining a circus to surfing the ocean
and running with wolves, each of
which is cast in strong pastel colours.
The alternating real-life pages are

Owen and the
Mountain

****Malachy Doyle, ill. Giles
Greenfield, 32pp,
Bloomsbury, 0 7475 4770 X,
£9.99 hbk
This is another in a number of
books about grandfathers which
have appeared in recent times.
Owen's Grandad lives what
appears to be a solitary life in a
cottage in the mountains. There
is a suggestion that Owen's visit
may be somewhat disruptive to
the elderly man's life and
Grandad seems slightly perplexed
about how to entertain his
grandson. Owen persuades him
to take him to the top of the

nearby mountain and their journey
to the summit is also a psychological
journey as man and boy move closer
towards understanding each other.
A slightly off-focus presentation
softens the louring intensity of the
mountainscape. The feeling of
windblown space which is a
backdrop to Owen's and Grandad's
journey is in counterpoint to the
interior warmth of Grandad's cottage,
which is intensified as the pair,
emotionally and physically closer
after their climb, enjoy the heat of
Grandad's log fire. VC

REVIEWS 5-8 Infant/Junior
No Worries!

***Marcia Williams, Walker, 32pp,
0 7445 7754 3, £4.99 pbk
Williams tells us that the idea for this
picture book came from her son who
was staying away from home. 'He
telephoned to say he was fine but ...

every now and then when he had
nothing better to do, he started to
worry.'
Thus the first person narrator worries
about getting lost in the supermarket,
going to a party dressed in the wrong
clothes, being asked a tricky question
by the teacher - the familiar little
anxieties of childhood that can

assume tearful proportions. The
brightly-coloured, busy cartoon
treatment has the desired impact of
putting worries into perspective, with
the final pages reminding young
readers that a problem shared is a
problem halved.
Now available in paperback, this
book is already popular and

established in most junior libraries -
and rightly so. My worry? Let's not
give certain books to children before
they are ready for them. Many, many
five, six and seven year-olds don't
have a care in the world - so let's not
suggest they need to have. Childhood
is too precious. RB
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little.com

***Ralph Steadman, Andersen,
32pp, 0 86264 994 3, £9.99 hbk
Readers amused by Roger McGough's
whimsical meditation on the
spiritual life of an apostrophe might
find this far more strident account of
the secret life of the cybernetic dot
entertaining. When the computer is
switched off, the dot dresses up like a
ramshackle peacock and sneaks away
to get drunk on ink with the Duchess
of Amalfi and to taunt the Duke of
Bogshott and his immaculate White
Army. The anarchic dot's messy
worsting of these starchy forces
eventually leads to a royal wedding
featuring a sock full of red ink and a
black wedding dress made of barbed
wire. There might just be in this
whimsical rant the ghost of an
analogy between the seemingly
humble dot's ability to wreak havoc
and the operation of viruses of every
variety, but I doubt it. Steadman's
pictures, as usual, are a violent
turmoil of ink-splashes and paint-
smears overlying intricate penwork.
This is a characteristically intriguing
and bizarre book, a fertile source of
speculation. GH

My Uncle is a Hunkle
says Clarice Bean

*****Lauren Child, Orchard Books,
32pp, 1 84121 399 3, £10.99 hbk
Feisty Clarice Bean returns to share
with readers another peek at family
life US style. Mother flies to New York
City to care for Uncle Ernie,
reluctantly leaving offspring and
grandfather in the care of Uncle Ted,
fire-fighter and would-be cowboy.
For two days all is calm then Minal
lets school guinea-pig (in Clarice's
care for the holidays) out of his hutch
and instant chaos ensues.
The illustrations are zany and chaotic
paste-ups plastered with drawings,
photos, wall-, wrapping- and other
printed papers and images. The text
too is marvellously manipulated
using a plethora of print shapes, sizes
and styles to reflect and control the
pace and timing of this hilarious
romp. 'Hang on to your trousers'
when you read this one; they'll be in
danger of falling down in the gales of
laughter as you follow Clarice's pithy
narrative. JB

A Sunday with
Grandpa

*****Philippe Dupasquier,
Andersen, 40pp, 0 86264 029 6,
£4.99 pbk
Dupasquier's light touch in
illustration and text invites the reader
to pause and reflect on this thought-
provoking story. A little girl describes
a day spent visiting her Grandpa, who
lives alone on a farm in the
countryside. It is an idyllic summer
day, travelling by train, playing and
picnicking with her family. The
strong relationships between the
three generations slowly emerge, the
concern for the old man expressed by
both daughter and grandchildren
being handled firmly but kindly by
the grandfather. Much about these
relationships is told in the pictures,
touched on in the text but developed
through the illustrations. As in all
Dupasquier books, every page gives
reason to pause, to browse the
pictures and text at leisure. Those
who find this book will treasure it.GB

Madlenka

***Peter Sis, Allen and Unwin,
48pp, 1 86508 293 7, £9.99 hbk
novelty
A visually sumptuous and fascinating
book presenting an adventure for the
eye which begins in the end-papers:
from interplanetary space we
progressively zoom in on a lilac dot
which turns out to be the dress worn
by the child Madlenka as she stands
at the window in her block of flats, at
the very moment when she discovers
her first wobbly tooth. She decides to
tell the entire neighbourhood,
embarking on a labyrynthine journey
through packed and port-holed
pages. Each of her visits features a
person from a different culture,
surrounded by popular visions of the
iconography of that culture. This is
simplistic and tokenistic perhaps,
but part of the teacher's role in
sharing this celebratory and almost
hallucinogenic book might be to talk
through the assumptions underlying
the imagery. A well designed and
thought provoking book. GH

The Bedtime Book

***Chosen by Kathy Henderson,
ill. Penny Ives, Frances
Lincoln, 72pp, 0 7112 1574 X,
£6.99 pbk
First published in hardback in 1992,

The Bedtime Book is subtitled 'a
collection of stories and poems to
read aloud', and includes the work of
familiar anthology favourites John
Agard, Michael Rosen, Terry Jones
and Robert Louis Stevenson as well as
a fair number of traditional rhymes
and tales from different cultures.
Whilst it scores well on cultural
variety it lacks consistency in quality
and I found some of the narratives
and verses rather dull as I read them
aloud at bedtime readings.
At their best the illustrations are
beautifully executed and
complement the subject matter
powerfully, nowhere more so than in
Margaret Mahy's 'The Little Witch'.
Particularly strong inclusions for
reading aloud in class or at home are
'Anansi and Candlefly' retold wittily
by Philip Sherlock and Harcourt
Williams' wonderfully wry circular
tale 'The Snooks Family'. RB

The Sam Pig
Storybook

****Alison Uttley Faber, 448pp,
0 571 20635 2, £6.99 pbk
It is very good to see the
reappearance of Sam Pig in the
Faber's 'Children's Classic' series.
Sam, by turn imaginative, brave,
dreamy and determined, is one of
Uttley's most successful creations for
younger readers. Together with his
two occasionally stroppy brothers,
Tom and Bill, his patient, homely
sister Ann, and the reassuringly
sensible and strong father-figure of
Brock the badger, Sam inhabits a
world in which the sometimes harsh
realities of everyday rural life jostle
with magic and whimsy. It is a
landscape in which dragons wake
from their timeless slumbers, foxes
try to pull off smart tricks, scarecrows
come to life, rivers rise in anger and
cart horses slog through their routine
labours.
Uttley took great delight in the best-
selling success of the Sam Pig stories,
remembering how as a child at Castle
Top farm in Derbyshire she used
regularly to talk to the pigs in 'their
palatial sty', and 'was at one with
them'. This attractive book, in effect
the 'Best of Sam Pig', will remind
today's readers of the charm and
power of her writing. DJ

Tarquin the Wonder
Horse

***June Crebbin, ill. Tony Ross,
0 7445 5957 X
The Impossible
Parents Go Green

Brian Patten, ill. Arthur
Robins, 0 7445 5954 5
Walker, 64pp, £7.99 each hbk
These are well-produced books set in
a large, clear type, with a high
proportion of pictures interspersed
with text. Walker have included many
well-established writers in this series
for newly-fluent readers not yet ready
for a fuller text, and continue the
tradition here.
'Once, a horse, weary of travelling in
far-off countries, decided to return
home.' So begins June Crebbin's story
of Tarquin, a magical horse seeking a
worthwhile existence avoiding the
use of his special powers, which 'only

bring trouble'. This pseudo-folk-tale,
with its theme of greed leading to
downfall, is well-handled, with many
instances of language appropriate to
the genre; the story's tautness is lost
when it slides away into a more
contemporary style. An enjoyable
read, nonetheless, for children of 7 or
8, with illustrations from the
unmistakable pen of Tony Ross.
Less successful is Patten's second
story about the Impossible Parents,
Mr and Mrs Norm, whose litter-
dropping, gas-guzzling lifestyle is
challenged by their environment-
conscious children. Converted to
'green-ness' with a vengeance, the
children have to retrieve the position.
Patten pokes fun at the parents at
both extremes, while ultimately
condoning their least 'green'
behaviour, and displays a degree of
prejudice and stereotyping quite out
of place in a book for young readers.
The construct is an adult one and
class-bound at that; the humour,
derived from derision, unattractive.
The illustrations complement the
text well, and the language, if clumsy
in places, is clear and readable, with a
sensible amount of repetition. AG

Down in the Dump
with Dinsmore

***Margaret Mahy ill. Stephen
Axelsen, 84pp, 0 14 130946 6

The Too-Tight Tutu

****Sherryl Clark, ill. Cathy Wilcox,
72pp, 0 14 130945 8

No One

***Eleanor Nilsson, ill. Betina
Ogden, 96pp, 0 14 130947 4

Ginger

***Christobel Mattingley
ill. Margaret Power, 72pp,
0 14 130948 2
Puffin Bites, £3.99 each pbk
novelty
These four books, penned by
antipodean authors, are collectively
published as 'Puffin Bites' - with each
book having a gimmicky 'bite'
removed from the top right hand
corner.
Mahy's story deals with 'green' issues
in more ways than one. Her instantly
recognisable surreal style shines
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through as we are invited to go Down
in the Dump with Dinsmore, an
ecologically correct pupil, who
spends his life marvelling at the great
merry-go-round of the world and
how things are used and recycled.
Dinsmore ends up as a human piece
of turf - a real test for illustrator
Axelsen but he comes through with
flying colours.
Excellent illustrations are also to be
found in Clark's The Too-Tight Tutu -
superbly and simply capturing the
humour of what can best be
described as a junior version of
'Stepping Out'. Very funny indeed.
No One tells the tale of Emma and
her older sister Charlotte who share
the same birthday and both want a
puppy as a present. Emma's puppy is
rather timid and lacking in
personality to the extent that she
refers to it as No One. Sibling rivalry
and the jealousy which can develop
between peers, are well handled in
this tale which sees a spiteful
classmate of Emma causing No One
to escape, only for the paperboy,
William, to save the day.
There are many pets in the family but
Ginger, the rabbit, is Hugo's favourite.
When the family go to the country for
the weekend, taking some of their
pets with them, the last thing Hugo
expects is for his beloved rabbit to be
savaged by a farm dog. It was also a
bit of a shock for me too! Mind you,
the blurb describes this series as bite-
size stories which will leave you
'hungry for more'... I am not
convinced that Ginger will be a
popular book with its intended

audience of young readers, whom the
publishers believe will find it
'mouthwatering'.
Each title contains a paragraph by
both the author and illustrator
detailing the background to the
stories and the pictures. AK

WILLY'S
PICTURES

Willy's Pictures
FACTION
Anthony Browne, Walker, 24pp,
0 7445 6165 5, £10.99 hbk
Finding original ways to engage
young children and introduce them
to the world's greatest artists, appears
to be popular with publishers. In this
latest example, award winning
illustrator Anthony Browne has
copied and wittily adapted some
famous paintings by, amongst others,

Goya, Rousseau and
Botticelli. Willy is an ape
whose pictures tell a
story. He paints himself
and his friends, Millie
and Buster Nose, into
copies of masterpieces.
This is an ingenious and
indeed informative book.
There are miniature
versions of the originals
in a pull out spread at the
back and the reader is
invited to match up the
originals with Willy's
pictures and to see what
Willy says about them.
This book will be appreciated by
adults as much, if not more so, than
children. The pictures draw you back
repeatedly, and each viewing reveals
details that may have been missed
earlier. There are five other books
about Willy including Willy the
Champ and Willy the Wizard. AK

Ebele's Favourite:
A Book of African
Games

**** NON-FICTION
****Ifeoma Onyefulu, Frances

Lincoln, 32pp, 0 7112 1471 9,
£5.99 pbk
Ebele, a young girl living in Nigeria,
plays from morning to night in the
'ama', a huge space in the middle of
the village, sometimes on her own,
sometimes with friends. The
imminent arrival of her Senegalese
cousin, Ngony, makes her plan the

games they will play together and
sets her thinking about which game
is her favourite. Achieving skill at a
particular game greatly raises a
child's status with siblings and
friends. The trouble is, other children
seem to be more successful at most of
the games she can think of. Then she
remembers a wonderful game to
show Ngony.
The book's life enhancing
photographs capture the children's
engrossment in the games and work
with an interesting text to bring alive
the African village environment.
Information boxes explain how each
game is played and the words of the
songs in English are at the end of the
book. With help from an adult, 5-8
year olds could be helped to play
versions of some of the games. They
might also enjoy making a book of
their own favourites. MM

REVIEWS 8-10 Junior/Middle
The Green Hawk

Aeres Twigg, Pont Books, 88pp,
1 85902 787 3, £3.50 pbk
Mark is a keen athlete in his last year
at primary school, aiming to win his
races on Sports Day. By training hard
he hopes to achieve this ideal, and is
aided in this by Cellus, a ghost who
appears after Mark has found an old
brooch. The friendship with Cellus
does not develop as Mark expects,
however, and leads him to question
the nature of his relationship with the
ghost. Interspersed with realistic
details of home and school life, as
well as with interesting historical
detail, this book should make for a
good read. Unfortunately it is spoilt
by a text that sometimes appears
disjointed, and is not always well or
accurately explained. RL

Enchantment _

_ ****Kevin Crossley-Holland,
ill. Emma Chichester Clark,
Orion, 128pp, 1 85881 692 0,
£12.99 hbk
This is a collection of fairy tales, ghost
stories and tales of wonder from
Carnegie Medal winner Crossley-
Holland who is the master of retelling
traditional tales. In Enchantment he
has gone back to original sources for
his subject matter but, as ever, brings
his fresh look to stories from
England, Scotland, Wales and
Ireland. Do not expect adaptations of
well-known tales, as the author has
opted for more obscure stories, with
the exception of 'Tom Tit Tot', which

will be recognised as 'Rumpel-
stiltskiri by most readers.
Crossley-Holland has turned to many
Victorian anthologies of folktales for
his inspiration and he does an
excellent job in writing in a lively way
to engage a 21st-century young
reader or listener. The audience for
this book may turn out to be older
than is the case for more popular
fairy stories, as there are some
nightmarish images and incidents.
'The Changeling' sees a Scottish
bairn transformed into a demon
whilst the opening tale 'The Cow that
Ate the Piper' sees three pipers
chopping off the feet of a corpse they
stumble across, in order to steal the
shoes from its feet.
Chichester Clark's unmistakable and
truly first class illustrations are
suitably sombre and her use of
mournful and muted colours for
these enchanting tales is superb. AK

House of Ghosts

***Ann Turnbull, Walker, 128pp,
0 7445 5942 1, £9.99 hbk
This gentle ghost story seems short
on real surprises, yet manages to
leave the reader feeling quite satisfied
at the end.
Grace finds an old paintbox and
some paintings secreted in a
cupboard of her new home. Thence
troubled ghosts of the Victorian era
start manifesting themselves in the
present, leading to the anniversary of
a supposed drowning in 1861; the
past and the present meet to achieve
almost the same end result. A bit of
love interest, a shot of bullying and a
sceptical step-dad weave in and out

NEWIiifenf
The Curse of the
Dolphin

****Beth Swinnerton, Andersen,
112pp, 0 86264 973 0, £3.99 pbk
Kept back at school to do extra
homework, best friends Jack and Oily
see someone they think is a burglar
so they triumphantly save the
environment prize - a model dolphin
- from the 'burglar's' clutches. They
realise their mistake too late and a
series of breathless mishaps is to
occur before the dolphin is finally
successfully returned to its place just
in time for the presentation
ceremony. A well plotted comedy
divided into brief chapters, this
exuberant novel is full of plot twists
and verbal jokes which will greatly
amuse young readers and,
incidentally, encourage them to play
with words and meanings.
Swinnerton's characterisation has a

The Curse
of the

tOLPHIN

satirical edge which young readers
will appreciate. A first novel that
conveys the flavour of primary school
life with aplomb. RS

of this short novel, principally likely
to appeal to readerly girls. DB

The Mum-Minder
AUDIO BOOK

****Jacqueline Wilson, read by
Sophie Aldred, Chivers, 57mins
unabridged, 0 7540 5143 9,
£3.99
The fragility of all kinds of domestic
arrangements allied with a
frighteningly honest exposure of just

how demanding babies are, is
crammed into this hectic story of
what happens when the childminder
goes sick. Sadie quite enjoys the
babies her Mum looks after - at least
some of the time - but when Mum
gets flu Sadie finds herself coping
with rather more than she likes.
Sadie's child-eye narrative recounts
the chaotic adventures in an amusing
way, which is also tellingly revealing
of the different Mums' attitudes to
both child-minders and their own
babies. Wilson's familiar mix of
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humour and insight is mostly well-
conveyed by Sophie Aldred though
the rather over-eager imitation of a
childish voice sometimes grates. JE

Charmed Life
AUDIO BOOK ***
Diana Wynne Jones, read by
Tom Baker, HarperCollins, 3hrs
abridged, 0 00 710653 X, £9.99
Charmed Life, the first in the Worlds
of Chrestomanci series, is a delightful
story of childhood wizardry with
both the fun and tricksiness and the
responsibility that it brings with it. A
bad-tempered girl, Gwendolen, is
also a witch with outstanding powers.
Resolving these two characteristics
under the guidance of the great
enchanter, Chrestomanci, is told in a
way that is both funny and forthright.
But Tom Baker, for all that his DrWho
past gives him magical authenticity,
sounds too old to bring the freshness
of Gwendolen and her brother Eric
(or Cat), perfectly to life. JE

The Song of Arthur

****Robert Leeson, Walker, 144pp,
0 7445 6148 5, £9.99 hbk
The emphasis on this latest retelling
of the Arthurian story is on the pagan
myths which preceded Thomas
Malory's chivalric Christian fifteenth-
century version. Leeson looks back to
the fifth century when the legend of
Arthur, the Celtic warrior king
defending Britain from the Saxon
invaders, began. Around Arthur, of
course, many earlier sagas of Celtic
gods and heroes achieved new focus
and were kept alive. In this book it is
the poet and prophet Taliesin who
chronicles the achievements and
aspirations of Arthur and his
followers, and the mysteriously
magical events which they
sometimes direct, but are often
controlled by.

At first Taliesin is seen as a young boy
orphaned by the ravages of war. His
harp becomes more important to
him than his sword and, established
as a minstrel at Arthur's court, he
grows in authority and prophetic
prowess as the story progresses. As
Leeson says in an afterword, in The
Song of Arthur 'there are no Sir
Knights', only warriors; there are no
romantically turreted castles but only
simple strongholds. Also 'the
Otherworld is not in Heaven, but all
around the living'.
Some of the most celebrated
characters in more conventional
versions (Merlin, Launcelot and
Guinivere, for example) come across
as rather shadowy figures here.
However, the complexities of Arthur's
nephew Mordred and half-sister
Morgaine are more satisfyingly
explored. Although the stress is on
reality rather than romance, the
overall narrative tone is lyrical.
However, contrasts to the poetic
mood are provided by a variety of
starkly expressed challenges, and
flashes of power that operate at both
ordinary and supernatural levels.
Leeson gives little detail of social and
physical backgrounds but one feels
that a great deal is going on beneath
the surface of the narrative. His book
is likely to appeal to young readers
who look for more than simplistic
battles between good and evil.
Doubtless it will also be read with
relish by many adult enthusiasts of
the never-ending saga of the once
and future king. MC

Black Maria

****Diana Wynne Jones,
ill. Paul Hess, Collins, 240pp,
0 00 185741 X, £10.99 hbk
Collins are currently republishing
several of Diana Wynne Jones's
magical tales, presumably on the
crest of the Harry Potter wave.

Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban

Black Maria, first published in 1991,
is a complex story of magic and
sorcery used to dominate a small
seaside town. Mig's Great Aunt Maria
and her coven of 13 witches have
reduced the men of the town to
zombies; the children to clones.
Power swings back and forth as Mig
and her brother work to solve the
mystery of a visiting ghost,
challenging Aunt Maria all the while,
with devastating results. Highly
enjoyable, there are many comic
touches as we follow Mig's thoughts
and feelings while she gradually
uncovers what is going on and Aunt
Maria gets her comeuppance. AG

AUDIO BOOK
*****J.K. Rowling, read by Stephen

Fry, Cover to Cover, 12hrs Smins
unabridged, 1 85549 655 0,
£26.99
Stephen Fry reads the third Harry
Potter as captivatingly as ever. New
dramas at Hogwarts as a sinister
inmate escapes from the terrible
prison of Azkaban and seems to be
heading towards the school. Harry,
Ron and Hermione and the familiar
cast of wise but dotty teachers stave
off danger valiantly. JE

Adventures in The
Middle Ages
0731657642

Adventures in
Ancient Egypt
0731657588
FACTION

**Linda Bailey, ill. Bill Slavin,
A & C Black 'Good Times
Travel Agency', 48pp, £9.99
each hbk
An interesting conceit as a fun way to
introduce younger kids to the basics
about these much studied periods.
Josh, Emma and little Libby stumble
across the Good Times Travel Agency
(and note the word Time) run by the
mysterious Mr Pettigrew and are
transported back to the worlds in
question. Much information and quite
a bit of fun is to be had from the
cartoon style approach which
concentrates mainly on everyday life
whilst the last 'More About' page takes
a more serious approach. No doubt
there are more titles to come in the
series - Ancient Rome, Tudor times
perhaps. For the record Bailey is the
writer and Slavin the illustrator but
they deservedly get j oint billing. SR

REVIEWS 10-12 Middle/Secondary

MICHAEL MORPURGO t, MICHAEL FOREMAN

Billy the Kid

*****Michael Morpurgo, ill. Michael
Foreman, Pavilion, 72pp,
1 86205 361 8, £12.99 hbk
A clever blend of football and the
major events of twentieth-century
history is engagingly presented in
this collaboration of picture-book
style format and short story length
text. It makes for a highly
recommended mix for any boy.
The text shuttles between past and
present as Chelsea Pensioner Billy
sits and recalls his long, eventful life
on the day of his eightieth birthday. A

football career with Chelsea
was curtailed by World War II,
the horrors of which changed
lives and minds in cruel ways.
But the present and future are
happy for Billy and he is in for
a tremendous birthday
surprise!
An octogenarian as the main
character of a children's book
is novel. The two Ms have
skilfully managed to create a
book of surprises that is
uncompromisingly rich in
emotional integrity and
human triumph and tragedy.

DB

The Ghost Behind the
Wall

****Melvin Burgess, Andersen,
144pp, 0 86264 492 5, £9.99 hbk
The opening sentence has told us that
David is 'a bit of a brute' so it is
unsurprising that, having found he can
get into old Mr Alveston's flat through
the ventilation shaft, he starts to play
some cruel tricks. Which is fun until he
finds that he is working with a ghost-
child who goes further than David. We
begin to share in Mr Alveston's life too,
feeling his frustrations about memory

loss and his confusion, and when
David is caught we experience outrage
at what he has done. Giving apologies
and trying to make amends brings
David and Mr Alveston together. But
when the old man's flat is trashed
David, who cannot explain about the
ghost, is suddenly led towards its
surprising identity in an humane and
poignant climax. AJ

Do Not Read This
Book

****Pat Moon, ill. Sarah Nayler,
Orchard, 160pp, 1 84121 433 7,
£9.99 hbk (1 84121 435 3, £3.99
pbk due April 2001)
Those who disobey the injunction in
Moon's title will find themselves
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sharing the 'life and secret thoughts'
of Finch Olive Penny, recording, as in
a series of first person diary excerpts,
the events of the months
immediately preceding her first term
at secondary school. Superficially,
Finch's tone is confident and casual -
there are distinct echoes of a
Jacqueline Wilson heroine - but it
cannot mask completely her anxiety
when her single parent mother
embarks on a new relationship. In
coming to accept this development,
Finch is to learn some sad truths
about her own father's identity and,
more generally, about the pitfalls of
lying. Although essentially light-
hearted, this is a book which delivers
rather more than its style and
presentation promise. RD

Vicky Angel

****Jacqueline Wilson, ill. Nick
Sharratt, Doubleday, 160pp,
0 385 60040 2, £10.99 hbk
Vicky and Jade, best friends since
childhood, are now in their third year
at secondary school and determined
that their friendship will last for ever.
Accordingly, when Vicky is knocked
down by a car and killed, Jade's life is
shattered - until, shortly after the
accident, Vicky returns as ghost. In
this new guise, she is as domineering
and verbally perky as ever, frustrating
Jade's efforts to live with her grief and
to become her own person. The steps
which lead to the book's closing line,
where Vicky finally 'flies away', are
traced in a narrative which combines
snappy colloquial humour and
sympathetic insight into the realities
and illusions of teenage friendships.
Another surefire Wilson winner! RD

Silkscreen

***Caroline Pitcher, Mammoth,
176pp, 0 7497 3635 6, £4.99 pbk
The early confusion about what
might be fact and what might be an
over-active imagination unmuddles
itself into severe child abuse by a so-
called respectable man. This man
theatrically models himself as a
philanthropic mill-owner at his re-
constructed visitor attraction; but in
more shadowy times is beating,
starving and emotionally wrecking
two orphans in his care.
The story does not unfold easily;
some of its subtleties and shifts might
easily be missed, variations in tone
and style could confuse. However,
encourage readers to stick with it to

see how the whole tangled web is
resolved. DB

Natasha's Will

***Joan Lingard, Puffin, 176pp,
0 14 130892 3, £4.99 pbk
The story of Natasha's aristocratic
Russian family in 1917 and their
desperate struggle to escape to Paris
is interwoven into a modern story of
a family's efforts to find Natasha's will
which they are sure will give them the
right to stay in their Scottish home.
Natasha's story is vividly detailed
both in the account of their life in
Russia and in the harsh, changed
fortunes of their escape across
Europe. The McKinnon family who
looked after Natasha have to follow a
series of literary clues to find the
missing will and establish their right
to their home. The clues have to be
followed through some of the
children's favourite books which
creates another level of interest. An
exciting and well-crafted read which
mixes a range of genres and provides
something for many groups of
readers. AJ

The Tale of Jessica
Sweetapple

***Linda Kempton, ill. Martin
Ursell, Mammoth, 192pp,
0 7497 3905 3, £4.99 pbk
Jessica Sweetapple lives in
impressive, magical and ancient
Apple Manor. The arrival of the
sinister Miss Darknight brings
everlasting winter and a series of
other disturbing events. Jessica's
friends disappear and seem to have
been replaced at school by wooden
children. The house starts to
crumble. Jessica's ancestors awake,
alert to the danger which Miss
Darknight brings to the family and
the Manor. Jessica's father is away
searching for wood to use for a new
figurehead for the ship which has
plunged through Jessica's bedroom.
(Confused? Don't worry, a useful
illustrated map of this fantasy world
is included at the front of the book
and helps to explain the surreal
setting.) At night Jessica is able to get
into the ship through the Door to the
Ancestors and meets her long dead
relatives who live in The Great Sea of
Sleep.
An enjoyable fantasy story which is
divided into two parts, part one being
the search for The Special Child who
it is believed is the only one who can
save the manor - predictably this
turns out to be Jessica. Part two deals
with how Jessica unravels the truth
about Miss Darknight's secret and
wins the Battle for Apple Manor. AK

The Lady and the
Squire

****Terry Jones, ill, Michael
Foreman, Pavilion, 304pp,
1 86205 417 7, £12.99 hbk
Herein Tom and Ann from The
Knight and the Squire continue their
hectic career in France in the wake of
Edward Ill's invasion. Off they go
again in a whirlwind of capture,
escape, pursuit and flight; in and out
of dungeons and bedchambers;
diving off castle walls, falling down
wells; now in disguise, now out of it;
and in imminent danger of a variety
of cruel deaths at every turn.

TERRY JONES

L THE
ADY

Jones and Foreman preside over the
mayhem with wry smiles. Jones
wears his historical knowledge
lightly. For instance, had you
considered how much easier it might
be to escape from castles if medieval
architects had thought of inventing
the corridor? Or perhaps you
wondered how the wealthy could
show off their status in a time when
they couldn't drive around in a
Lamborghini. Well, between one
sword thrust and the next, Jones will
explain, with the help of modern
comparisons.
The conventions of the picaresque
novel, the costume romance and the
Saturday matinee swashbuckler are
all sent up. Who is the mysterious
Man in Black who dogs their
footsteps? Who is destined to be
Tom's true love, the haughty and
beautiful Lady Emily, whom we meet
for the first time, or the redoubtable
Ann, who is rarely out of men's
clothing?
The finale, when the Pope's banquet
is reduced to chaos, is wonderful. In
time-honoured fashion, Tom
humbles the great and wealthy with
the absurd and hilarious
consequences of their own avarice
and insecurity. Much of the comedy
in the story comes from the ways that
we make an adventure of the past,
but Jones and Foreman cleverly
insinuate the idea that there is a real
medieval realm, brutal and
fascinating, to be discovered beyond
the novel's pages. And there is more
to come. CB

Mahabharata

****Margaret Simpson, ill. Steve
Kyte, Scholastic Press, 312pp,
0 439 01400 X, £11.99 pbk
My first encounter with this 5,000
year old Hindu epic poem was a long
running Indian serialisation shown
on late night television. After the first
episode I was hooked; here was an
adventure story as great as the Greek
myths and legends, complicated but
intriguing and the heroes were
glorious. Simpson's retelling makes
this classic of Indian literature
accessible to young readers bringing
to life the feud between the five
valorous Pandava brothers and their
mortal enemies the Kauravas. The
terrible final battle is recounted in
lively style which contrasts with the
more reflective, spiritual passages.
The book has been well researched
but on a matter of personal taste I
found the boxes of information

interspersed with the narrative
intrusive. I would have preferred to
have explanations presented in an
appendix. NG

His Dark Materials I:
Northern Lights
lOhrs 45mins, 0 7540 7077 8

His Dark Materials II:
The Subtle Knife
8hrs 55mins, 0 7540 7113 8
AUDIO BOOKS

*****Philip Pullman, read by the
author and full cast, Cavalcade,
unabridged, £24.99 each
These titles are read dramatically but
not too theatrically by the cast,
expertly led by Philip Pullman, so
that they retain the intimate feel of
reading a story. Pullman as the
narrator sets a cracking pace,
whipping the story along so that it
makes a powerful overall impression
conjuring up the richly inventive
landscapes and characters, rather
than dwelling on the detail.
Set in a parallel world familiar but
different from our own, Northern
Lights is the thrilling, puzzling and
mysterious story of 12 year old Lyra's
search for her father and for her
friend who goes missing. Help comes
to Lyra from her daemon, an
instrument that helps her to read the
future and a witch queen. In The
Subtle Knife Will, on the run after
accidentally having killed a man,
steps through a window into another
world where he meets up with Lyra,
someone from his own place but at a
different time. Will and Lyra join
forces as they set out in the strange
world of Cittagazze. Together they
grapple with the sinister, soul-eating
Spectres, forge a friendship with the
balloonist Lee Scoresby and work to
unravel the secret held in the
impenetrable Torre degli Angeli. Two
magnificent books excellently read,
though fans of The Archers may find
Elizabeth Pargetter as Mrs Coulter
hard to accommodate. JE

The Romantic Poets
0237521180

Thomas Hardy
0237521172
NON-FICTION

***Nicola Barber and Patrick Lee-
Browne, Evans 'Writers in
Britain', 32pp, £9.99 each hbk
These books have been designed so
that the various aspects of the writer's
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life is given a double page, amply
sprinkled with portraits, photo-
graphs, quotes and, in the latter, with
stills from film/T.V adaptations.
There is an informative attention to
*he writers in their time and place to
amplify an understanding of their
interests and achievements. This
culminates in the final timeline
spread, which shows historical events
matched to individual lives. Indexes,
websites and places to visit, along
with a clear layout, delivery and in-
text cross references, make these
user-friendly, but, more importantly,
show the interested youngster where
to go next after this brief
introduction.
Following political and social
background pages, The Romantic
Poets examines Blake, Wordsworth,
Shelley, Coleridge, Byron and Keats
with a stronger emphasis on their
autobiographies than their works.
Thomas Hardy is treated likewise
and includes a whole section on how
place and rural custom is important
for a full appreciation of the works.
Both titles are worth adding to library
collections, where such approach-
able material is often difficult to
come by. DB

How the Future
Began: Everyday Life
NON-FICTION **
Clive Gifford, Kingfisher, 64pp,
0 7534 0433 8, £9.99 hbk
It was Albert Einstein who said 'I
never worry about the future, it
comes soon enough.' This
unhelpfully titled book does not
exactly worry about it but does
provide some worryingly confident
predictions about the way life will be
lived in the next demicentury.
For instance we learn that 'the home
of 2015 will include furniture that can
change its shape and colour' - long
live the loose-covered Put-u-Up - 'by
2010 wearable computers will
provide complete office facilities' and
'by 2025 robots will tend delicate
greenhouse plants' and tea picking
will still be done by hand. And so on,
and so on ... Occasionally more
interesting speculations surface,
such as the slug-picking robot
powered by biogas from
decomposing picked slugs but one
question pervades the whole opus -
'for whom is this book written?'
All of us, from those with a long
future ahead to those survivors of the
Doris Days (and those were the days!)
know that Che Sera, Sera, and the
only real reason I can find for buying
this book is set out on page 36. 'By
2050', we are confidently assured,
'printed books may become
collectors' items.' And I thought they
already were - seems Einstein was
right! TP

Sick! Bloody
Moments in the
History of Medicine
NON-FICTION *
Gael Jennings, ill. Roland
Harvey, Franklin Watts, 72pp,
0 7496 3995 4, £8.99 pbk
'The Romans already had clean water
provided by sewerage and aqueducts'
(p 55) is but one of the hapless
expressions in this Australian view of
great medical milestones. (I looked in
vain for a foreword by Sir Les
Patterson.)
Jumping resoundingly onto the
'Horrible' bandwagon and offering
(very ineffective) CD-Rom-type page
options, Jennings and Harvey
conjure up a frenetic farrago of gore,
guts, pus, excreta and vomit to
chronicle the progress of medicine as
a life-enhancing science.
Of crucial facts there is no lack but
their hysterical (in the medical sense)
presentation makes it often difficult
to sift the grains of truth from the
chaff of - well, chaff; this makes the
book confusing and by no means as
hysterical (in the colloquial sense) as
Jennings and Harvey appear to
intend.
All would seem to be explained on
the last page where we read that
Jennings (it's her first book) 'spends a
lot of time in front of TV cameras
explaining the amazing workings of
the human body'. So that's it - this is
a set of TV scripts that has taken a
wrong turning and ended up in print.
Released in gobbets for an armchair
audience it could rival Neighbours
but as a book it falls between many
stools. TP

Beyond the Bin: The
Livewire Guide to
Reusing and Recycling
NON-FICTION

*****Jo Budd, Livewire, 192pp,
0 7043 4952 3, £4.99 pbk
Out of the same stable as the
excellent Dirty Planet comes this
equally significant and forceful
crash-course in personal respon-
sibility for making less waste. For
waste, Budd reminds us, is a human
invention, so human solutions have
to be found if it is not to overwhelm
us.
Writing in a clear unpretentious style,
Budd deals first with the nature of
waste - the linear processes that
produce dead end products, and
provides valuable pointers to
choosing low-waste items. A laudable
aim for producers and consumers is
to make these linear processes more
circular so that either waste items
become raw material or - best of all -
they can be re-used unaltered. This
leads to a consideration of the nature

The Livewire Guide to Reusing
andRecyclmq

of recycling and thence to a look at
'Working Waste'. Town-dwellers can
make compost as well as countryfolk.
The final chapter 'The Way Ahead'
brings us back to selection of low-
waste products, avoiding consumer
pressure, sharing, borrowing, buying
secondhand, the Old Fashioned
Milkman and the Old Fashioned
Christmas. This leads on to '50 Tips
for Action' - all highly practical and
achievable.
Sustained by an excellently
comprehensive and up-to-date
address list, this is a book that can
definitely lead to Action about what
ends up in your local Tip. If we start
thinking of the dustbin as the
beginning of a process rather than
the end of it, our bin will fill more
slowly. Caroline Clayton, who wrote
Dirty Planet, says 'Reading this book
could seriously reduce the rubbish in
your life' and I couldn't agree more. I
could go on, but it's time to re-wind
the radio. TP

Oxford Children's
History of the World
NON-FICTION

***Neil Grant, Oxford University
Press, 192pp, 0 19 910500 6,
£14.99 hbk
This is a good single volume
introduction to the main strands of
world history. It is straightforwardly
organised into four chronological
sections and double page spreads
that tackle discrete subjects. Weight is
given to developments beyond
Europe and North America and Grant
balances general statements with
significant detail. Generally, his text is
both clear and simple, without the
explanation becoming banal. The
twentieth-century section seems to
present more challenges to plain
speaking than earlier times, but there
is an extensive glossary to help with

unfamiliar terms. There is good use of
well-chosen and captioned
contemporary prints, paintings and
artefacts. There are time lines and
pen portraits of significant figures for
each section, and a full index.
The quality of the (unattributed)
'specially drawn' illustrations do not
match that of the rest of the
production. The maps, often a cat's
cradle of coloured lines, are
sometimes small and difficult to
decipher. The few diagrams and
cross-sections are imprecise and
inadequately labelled, and the largest
illustrations are dramatic,
atmospheric set pieces that are
speculative and often lacking in
detail. But none of this should deter
you, if what you need is a slim
volume that will act as a starting
point for a particular line of historical
enquiry or a consistently interesting
text to dip into. CB

Collins Children's
Encyclopedia
NON-FICTION

**John Farndon, HarperCollins,
272pp, 0 00 710155 4, £9.99 pbk
A paperback edition of an
encyclopedia first published in 1992
and most recently revised in 1997,
this will provide a useful desk
reference for homework and school
projects. At £9.99 it is certainly good
value, but at a mere 272 pages it can
hardly do more than skim over the
surface of most topics. Organized
thematically rather than
alphabetically, this has the advantage
of presenting related subjects
together; the disadvantage being of
course that you cannot find answers
quite so quickly but must rely on the
index. A reference section at the end
provides listings of statistics (highest
mountain, longest river etc) as well as
potted biographies of a slightly odd
selection of writers, artists, thinkers,
leaders. Do not expect detailed
coverage of British history- Elizabeth
I warrants no more than a brief
appearance in the reference section,
while the Tudors do not even make it
into the index. The British Isles has a
double-page spread devoted to it -
twice the amount occupied by China.
As a first port of call to look up
information, this encyclopedia will
provide the basic facts, but for more
in-depth coverage or to whet the
appetite of a curious child there are
better and more visually enticing
single-volume encyclopedias on the
market. SU

REVIEWS 12+ Secondary
Dear Venny, Dear
Saffron

***Gary Crew and Libby Hathorn,
Floris Books, 192pp, 0 86315
331 3, £4.99 pbk
This book contains 30 letters written
over 19 months by Venny, a 16 year
old underachieving Australian boy,
and Saffron, an orphan living with

her wealthy aunt in New York.
Initially they seem to have little in
common, but as the exchange
continues wariness turns gradually to
friendship. This emotional interplay
is handled well but the framework of
events around which it is built is less
convincing.
Saffron's luxurious lifestyle is
abruptly truncated when her aunt
finds her long-lost granddaughter,
who replaces Saffron in her

affections. Venny's rather improbable
rise to fame - and literacy - as a
model is curtailed when a road
accident both paralyses and
overwhelms him with guilt. Rather
too neatly, they find happiness
through their newly discovered
artistic talents and set up home in an
artists' studio in Greenwich Village.
Although the storyline strains
credulity, the exotic lifestyles and
emotional disclosures make the book

a rewarding read. VR

Counting Stars

*****David Almond, Hodder
Children's Books, 192pp, 0 340
78479 2, £10.00 hbk
In his poem 'The Explosion', Philip
Larkin wrote 'The dead go on before
us, they/ Are sitting in God's house in
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comfort,/ We shall see them face to
face.' He was quoting, of course,
without religious belief, but still with
a kind of compassionate assent to the
faith simply held, not just in ancient
times, but a mere generation or two
ago, and now endorsed - if not by any
supernatural reality - at least by the
power of memory and love.
This is exactly the effect of Almond's
extraordinary collection of stories,
drawn from memory and
imagination, about his childhood in a
large Catholic family on Tyneside in
the post-war years. The book, though
in no respect morbid but on the
contrary life-affirming and life-
enhancing, is full of death - the death
of a sister, of a father from lung
cancer, of a mother in later years, of a
childhood, a local way of life, the
Catholic faith. It is a moving,
sometimes troubled and indignant
requiem, but also a celebration of
family life. In an age replete with
dysfunctional families, it tells of one
which was, and seemingly still is,
entirely functional and loving.
Clearly this is not every child's book.
But for Skellig and its successors, it
would not have been published for
children at all. Many of its individual
stories were first printed or broadcast
for adults, and the collection should
now reach an adult readership. But
teenagers who are entering their own
equivalent experiences - the intense
and hurtful epiphanies induced by
death, time, love and change - will
find that it expresses a profound and
helpful truth. PH

Where Were You,
Robert?

****Hans Magnus Enzensberger,
trans. Anthea Bell, Hamisn
Hamilton, 272pp, 0 241 14071 4,
£14.99 hbk
Robert, who 'isn't with us at all'
according to his teacher, disappears -
and reappears at several times and
places in the past. The answer to the
title includes: Siberia in 1956,
Australia in 1946 and then back
through the centuries, into Germany,
Norway, Holland, and taken in by a
mix of people, including his own
great-grandparents. A great strength
of the book is the particularity of each
of the times and places, which is
history come to life, sharply and
vividly catching some of the everyday
quality and difference of lives bound
by their geography, politics and

beliefs. The sequence is less
satisfying with Robert's involvement
uneven and at times, seemingly a
device to connect the series of vivid
scenes. I am left wanting to see what
all this experience and knowledge
adds up to for Robert. AJ

Stormbreaker

****Anthony Horowitz, Walker,
240pp, 0 7445 5943 X, £4.99 pbk
Horowitz is a master at parodying
popular adult fiction, such as
Raymond Chandler's novels, and
turning it into a genuine thriller for
children and teenagers. In
Stormbreaker his model is James
Bond. The ultra-resourceful if
reluctant spy in this story is 14 year
old Alex Rider. When Alex's uncle and
guardian, Ian Rider, is murdered on
active service, Alex is blackmailed by
MI6 into taking over his dangerous
mission to investigate the suspect
philanthropy of a bizarre tycoon
called Herod Sayle. Herod is well
named. He has donated a superb
computer called the Stormbreaker to
every school in Britain. Each model is
implanted with a deadly biological
virus. Once the machine is switched
on, it will activate with lethal
consequences for the nation's
children. This evil plot is uncovered
by Alex, the reluctant schoolboy
agent nicknamed Double O Nothing.
With the aid of ingenious gadgets
invented by Smithers (the equivalent
of Bond's Q) he thwarts the mad
menace in a spectacular finale at the
Science Museum.

The parody is clever and funny, but
never overdone or self-indulgent.
Horowitz always keeps sight of his
main purpose, which is to tell an
over-the-top, suspenseful and
exciting story. Stormbreaker is a
comedy thriller of exceptional
quality. PH

Great Wonders of the
World
NON-FICTION

***Russell Ash, ill. Richard
Bonson, Dorling Kindersley,
64pp, 0 7513 2886 3, £12.99 hbk
Beginning with the seven wonders of
the ancient world, this book ends up
leaping about in all directions in a
desperate attempt to fill its pages.
Intended for anyone over twelve
years old, it offers three double page
spreads on each of the wonders: an
introduction to it, how it was built,
and a range of related buildings from

Editor's
Choice
Coram Boy

*****Jamila Gavin, Mammoth,
336pp, 0 7497 3268 7, £5.99 pbk
14-year-old Meshak is thought to be
a simpleton but it is this traumatised
boy's longing for love and security
that leads him to save the life of one
of the many illegitimate babies that
his sinister father collects from
desperate women, pretending that
he will deliver them to the safety of
the newly founded Coram Foundling
Hospital. This baby, Aaron, really
does become a Coram boy and the
locket found on him is later to reveal
his true identity.
Gavin depicts the brutal, underworld
side of eighteenth-century society
without pulling her punches. The
reader flinches at the suffering of
these abandoned children who are
left to die or sold into servitude. At
the same time the novel is a powerful
family saga in which Gavin
juxtaposes Meshak's tyrannical father
with the tyrannical father of a young
gentleman, Alexander, whose search
for love and understanding is to
result in an illegitimate child.

Gavin has begun to tackle ambitious
historical and cultural themes (cf her
'The Surya Trilogy') with increasing
confidence. In this stunning new
novel her characters are drawn with a
greater depth of psychological
conviction while she also weaves
together the threads of her richly
layered story to immerse the reader
in the sights, smells and mind set of
Hogarth's world. RS

across world history and cultures.
There is information that may be
difficult to find in such detail
elsewhere, about, for instance, the
Mausoleum at Halicarnassus or the
Statue of Zeus at Olympia. Bonson's
illustrations effectively convey the
grandiose pretension and awesome
technical and artistic achievement of
their builders. Some of these wonders
have little archaeological evidence
remaining; others, like the Hanging
Gardens of Babylon, may not have
existed at all, and the text for these is
necessarily thin and speculative. But
at least there is some shape and
organisation. This unravels over the
last few pages into a ragbag of
wonders ranging from cloning to the
seven colours of a rainbow. CB

Born to be Wild:
The Livewire Guide to
Saving Animals
NON-FICTION

****Juliet Gellatley, Livewire,
272pp, 0 7043 4969 8, £5.99 pbk
To us humans animals can be food or
fashion, pets or pests, questers or
quarry, profit or loss. It is a complex
relationship and in her latest
energetic outing Gellatley dissects
many of its strands.
She constructively savages the fur
trade, blood sports, zoos and
circuses, experiments and genetic
engineering on animals, the pet
trade, animal husbandry and
slaughter, fishing and fish-farming,
and abuse in the name of religion. In
each scenario, Gellatley puts in the
well-informed boot in good style,
making a convincing case for protest
against the many forms of
thoughtless and intentional cruelty
she highlights. She also provides
plenty of protest ammunition (ideas
for action, addresses for target and
support) at the end of each punchy
chapter and in an appendix, so
equipping every sympathetic reader

for the fight for a better deal for
beasts.
Whether or not you enjoy Gellatley's
in-your-face style the lightness of her
message is obvious, and the
practicality of its delivery makes this
an invaluable pro-animal handbook.

TP

Picture books reviewed
in this issue relevant to
older readers:

My Uncle is a Hunkle
says Clarice Bean (see
p22)
Willy's Pictures (see p23)
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Pinocchio: the story carved from a block of wood

Here We Go Again
Just as The Wizard of Oz (discussed here
in BfK 125) achieved world-wide
currency after Hollywood got hold of it,
so Pinocchio after Disney chose it to be
the successor to Snow White in 1939.
But the circumstances weren't quite the
same.

Ante-Disney
La Storia di un Burattino began life as a
serial in a weekly children's paper: II
Giornale per i Bambini in 1881. It
finished at the point where the puppet is
hanged, but an enthusiastic readership
demanded to know what happened
next, and the second half ran to the
beginning of 1883 under the title Le
Awenture di Pinocchio which became
the title of the book in the same year.
Success in Italy was instantaneous and
the Awenture soon spread widely in
translation. The first English edition
appeared in 1892 but (as with The
Wizard) the wealth of our native
literature seems to have precluded a
prominent reputation. In Germany
though (where Pinocchio = Pine Kernel
= Zapfel-Kern) it quickly became a
favourite book, and there, and in the
more receptive United States, its
popularity led to many abridgments and
sequels from other hands. Disney was
tapping in to a ready-made public.

Anti-Disney
The literary purists (especially in the US
library profession) did not much care
for Disneyfication. Unmoved by the
virtuoso handling of the cartoons, they
bemoaned, with some justice, the
sentimentalization and the de-naturing
of Collodi's hero. For the Awenture are
full of violence and irony. It may be a
saga of redemption, with the puppet
winning through to live boyhood by
virtue of his 'kind heart' (itself a
sentimental and moralized conclusion)
but on the way his selfishness and
impulsiveness, and the rogueries of
those whom he encounters, give the
story its energy and its sustained
comedy. There's a lot of ruthlessness,
from the murder of the cricket to the
humiliation of Candle-Wick, and this is
in no wise mitigated by the author's
ironical conversations with his readers.

Lorenzini/Collodi
Carlo Lorenzini was born in Florence in
1826, a man of many parts and much
diverse experience. He was involved
with, and fought in, the wars of Italian
independence. He was both civil servant
and the bane of such people, a

O X F O R D W O R L D ' S C L

CARLO COLLODI
THE ADVENTURES OF

PINOCCHIO

journalist. He wrote plays and novels,
and he came to his masterpiece
through an accidental commission to
translate Perrault's fairy tales into
Italian. As a token of affection for his
mother's village, where he had spent
much of his boyhood, he adopted the
pseudonym Carlo Collodi which had
overtaken all the fame of Lorenzini
before his death, unmarried, in 1890.

His Book
The vagaries of its progress as a serial
largely account for Pinocchio's loose
and rambling structure. Collodi seems
to have written it on the hop from week
to week, bringing in incidents on the
spur of the moment. What matters
though is his handling of such incidents
as the stay with the puppet troupe, the
attempted hanging, the visit to the Land
of Toys, the recurrent meetings with Fox
and Cat, over which Collodi exercises
firm control. His personality as master
of ceremonies persuades us that this
wild admixture of having living puppets
move through a landscape at once real
and fantastic - men and creatures
sharing adventures - might really
happen.

Illustrations
Collodi's first illustrator was Enrico
Mazzanti, whose work also appeared in
the first English translation. Although
his commedia dell'arte figure
sometimes takes on the appearance of
an ageing man rather than a boy his line
drawing has a verve lacking in most of
his many competitors. These drawings
are used in an authoritative new
translation of the book by Ann Lawson
Lucas in the 'World's Classics' series
(Oxford 1996), and this sets new
standards for the English text.

Words and Pictures
That first English edition of Pinocchio
by Mary Murray was a worthy piece of
work. She happily caught the
comic/sardonic flavour of the original
and the publisher, Fisher Unwin,
sensibly used the Italian line drawings
by Enrico Mazzanti. Although they
sometimes make our hero look like a
decrepit bank-clerk, they have plenty of
spirit. Among editions aimed squarely
at children, the most spectacular was
that in Italian art-nouveau style with
elaborate colour pictures by Attilio
Mussino. More recent abridgments and
tarty quartos like the one illustrated by
Roberto Innocent! (Cape, 1988) are not
successful, being well-outdistanced by
Puffin's longstanding edition: a good
translation by E. Harden with vigorous
and often funny drawings by Gioia
Fiammenghi. •

The illustrations are taken from the Oxford
'World's Classics' edition of The Adventures
of Pinocchio, 0 19 280150 3, £4.99 pbk.

Brian Alderson is Chair of the Children's
Books History Society and the chief children's
book consultant for The Times.


